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ABSTRACT
In this thesis an attempt is made to demonstrate in
accordance with known phy sical principles that significant
chang es in the macroscop ic equilibrium of the earth can be
attributed to rate process e s which d o not call upon the existence of macroscopic gradients and disturbances in the earth.
Such processes and their relation to known mechanisms of
plastic deformation and to the experimentally established behavior of materials und e r high pressures are critically
evaluated.

This evaluation is carrie d out in the light of some

well-established concepts of statistical mechanics and modern
phy sics.

In so d o ing specific methods for producing seismic

disturbances which are based upon known mechanisms of plastic
deformation and rupture become indicated.

It is also shown that

under very high pressures, pressure and temperature can complement each ot h er in p roducing disturbances associated with
polymor p hic transiti ons of materials leading to a reduction in
symmetry of their lattice structure.
A specific mechanism for producing and repeating earthquakes at shallow and intermea iate depths is proposed.

This

mechanism is base d upon the existence of a visco-elastic surface
layer supp orted by a plastic material embodied with stress
relaxing p roperties.
The effect of such a configurati on u p on the propag ation
of Love Waves is investigated quantitatively .

This investigation

shows that the plastic sub - lay er would explain the observed
s e lecti on of the period of Love Wave s.
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I.

Introduction~

The fundamental work of H. Benioff (1) clearly
establishes that the elastic-rebound strain increments associated
with individual earthquakes in a g iven fault are t y p ical of

t~

creep recovery characteristics of rocks as measured in the
lab orator y .

These observations suggest that tect onic processes

and earthqua ke s may be more ge nerally and compl e tely determined
by relaxation phenomena of various types tak ing place within
the materials of the earth.

In this thesis an attempt is made

to evaluate this idea and to investigate quantitatively some
of its implicati on s.

In so doing a spe c i fic mechanism for the

origin and repetiti on of earthquakes and related tectonic
activit y is suggested and propose d .
The physical constitution and state of the earth at
a given t ime and its cha n ge with respect to time, are d e termine d
by t he physical properties of the mater i als of the e arth and
their physical environment as functions of time.

Consequently

changes of state of the earth are, in general, det e r mined
(a) b y atomic a nd molecular cha n ges altering the physical
p r operties of its materials ( which will be referr e d to henceforth
as changes on the microscopic scale) a nd (b) by chang es of the
mechanical and thermodynamic state of its material on the
macroscop ic scale, caused by macroscopic disturbances of their
physical environment.
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To evaluate the relative importance of these causes for
changes in state of the earth manifested on a macroscopic scale,
is an open p roblem.

This thesis attempts to evaluate, in part,

macroscopic effects that can be attributed to changes on the
physically microscopic scale.

To accomp lish this one must con-

sider (a) the possible mec,hanisms for producing such changes,
(b) the .source of energy that makes these possible, and ( c) ·
establish a linkage between the time changes

occurrin~

on the

microscopic and macroscopic scales so that the macroscopic effect
can be evaluated anal y tically.

This linkage is suggested by a

study of various methods for representing qualitatively the
micr oscopic and macroscop ic properti e s of mechanical sys .tems.
Since the cha nges appear to us on the mac r oscopic scale,
it is natural to first call upon strictly macroscopic phenomena to
explain them.

Accordingly , this has been the basis for both

qualitative and quantitative phy sical investi ga ti ons that have
been carried out thus far.

In these investigations Cl.ifficulties

are encountered either in explaining the origin of large macroscopic disturbances in the e arth or in explaining how these changes
are repeated in the course of time, consistently with the second
law of thermodynamics.

These investigations treat the materials

of .the earth as a continuum~ ' thereby considerably restricting
the physical phenomena which they can represent analy tically,
especially when they are not supp lemente d with the consideration
of related molecular and atomic phenomena.

- 3The investigati ons (2) pertaining to the calcula tion
of stresses in materials capable of sustaining shearing stresses,
consistent with the hypothesis of isostasy of H. H. Pratt (3)
and J. F. Hayford (4), treat the materials in the c ompensating
lay er as perfe ctly elastic thereby admitt .i ng an infinite number
of so l utions to the equations of equilibrium.

These equati ons

can be rend e red mathematically determinate · only by introducing
arbitrary assumpti ons in the anal y sis.

If the mat e rials are

permitt e d to undergo plastic as well as elastic defo'rmati ons, it
then becomes possible to make the analysis mathematically
determined in some cas e s, by introducing suitable yield conditions
for the plastic deformati on.

The inherent lack of determinateness

in an analy sis that treats the materials in the compensating
la y er as perf e ctly elastic and the addit i onal determinateness
r e ndered to the an a l y s i s by assuming plasti·c deformation as well,
strong l y suggest that ·these mat e r i als in ge neral have both elastic
and plastic p ro pe rties.
From a n atomic and molecular point of vie w, t he elas t ic
p rqperties of a material are determined by e lements of molecu lar
and at omic structure which upon b eing alternately .loaded and unloaded, naturally return to tre

original unloaded c.onfiguration.

The elastic p r operties are generall-y· attributed to deformati on
of the molecular b onds and not to reorientation of the molecules
within the material.

If the reori e ntation time of the atoms and

molecules is v e r y larg e compared to the time for which the deformation mechanism of a material is being considered, then du ring
this time, the material c a n be c onsidere d elastic.

The re-

- 4 orientation time is in general a function of temp e rature and
the magnitude and directi on of the forces app lied to a material,
and consequently assigning an elastic property to a matBrial,
is an idEElization, valid only under special conditions.

Bearing

in mind this idealization, it can be asserted that the mechanism
for elastic · deformation is time independent and can therefore be
described macroscopically by a time independent function relating
stress to strain in a one to one corr e spondence.

The anal y tical

investigations referred to above and others have in general treated
the materials of the earth as an elastic continuum, where
deformation properties are characterized by a time independent
stress-strain relationship, and . pertain to the calculation of
stress and motion (if any) consistent with the equi·libriUm. of
forces associated with the macroscopic deformations and other
physica'l l y macroscopic phenomena.

Their investigations, however,

do not account for macroscopic change s in equilibrium caused by ·
material change s on a microscop ic scal e .
Plastic deformation is determined b y and consists of
microscopic structural changes in materials which tak e place in
the course of ti me when constant forces are applie d to .such
materials.

These structural changes involve reorientation of

atoms and molecules in the material and usually permit the

materi~l

to c ontinue to deform macrosco p ically for a significant time
after the forces are applied.

There are in general two principal

t ype s of p lastic deformation.

The first, which is more t yp ical

of cr y stalline materials (metallic and non-metallic), is a
deformation that is time dependent but such that the strain a pproaches a limi ting value for a given stress.

The sec ond is

- 5 -

predominant in amorphous materials that behave

~s

a visc ous

fluid where the stress is proportional to the rate of strain
and is independent of the strain.

Consequently,. in amorphous

materials the strain does not approach
given stress.

a!

limiting value for a

Instead, for a given stress the . rate· of strain

is essentially constant.

From t h ese observations. it is clear

that t h e p hysics of plastic deformation and its ·mechan i sms
depend u p on time chang es taking place on -a microscopic scale.
Thus, in attempting to determine the effects of plasticity upon
the macrosc'opic equilibrium of the ,materials of · the earth, it
is necessar y to refe r to a microscopic as well as a macroscopic
scale in the analy sis and attempt to establish some relationship
between them.

When the materials are treate d as perfect_ly

elastic the microscopic scale is eliminated by introducing a
~elation

between stress and strain based upon Hooke's Law, where

both are physically macroscopic quantities and are co.nsidered
independent of any change s that tak e place in the microscopic
scale within the material.

Thi s p rocedure can usuall y be

j ustifi e d if the stresses and t empe rature of the material are
sufficiently low sq that the ma t er ial d oes not y ield.

Howeve r,

the' effect of the y.ield and subsequent deformation u p on the
macroscopic equ ilibrium cannot be satisfact orily interpreted
without taking into account the t .i me change s in the microscopic
scale.
In order to investigate analy tically their effect upon
macroscop ic equ ilibr i um it is n e cessary to represent mathematically
the essent i al feat ures of plastic def ormation, expressed in terms
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of phy sically macrdscopic quantities.

This can be done fGr

. a particlJ.lar substance by determining empirically a relation
between stress, strain 'and time, . and using it j:n the an'a lysis.
To determine such a relationship empirically usually leads to
many technical difficulties and cons.equently the'

t~ndenc;y

has

been to more or less arbitrarily assume such relationships,
apply them ana:i,. ytically, and check their validity by indirect
experiments.

This procedure has introduce q numerous · so-called

ideal plastic materials into the liter&ture. · These relations,
which might. be considered as analogous to .. Hooke 'sv Law for
perfectly elastic . materials, bontain terms which in

~eneral :

represent elastic, quasi-plastic, and perfectly plastic .· elements
in series or in pa\allel and cons e quently , t ogether with the
equations ,. of equilibrium, do not in ': general lead to a mathematica.lly determinate sys tern.
in

gen~ral

Furthermore, their coefficients are

functi ons of mic.r oscopic fluctuations in the .material

and constitute an

es~~ntial

linkage that permits phys1cal analysis

of the effect of microscopic changes upon macroscopic equilibrium.
Since from a mathematical point of view i'ntroducing time
dependent

stress~strain

relatibnships leads in many c&ses to a

mathematically und.etermined system, it is helpful to coriside.r
other wa ys of determining .the stresses and whether or not conditi ons of quasi-static equilibrium can be satisfied in materials
which in part def orm plastically .

By introducing y ield conditions

the analy sis can in some cases be made mathematically and consequently physically. d e terminate.

Such y ield c onditions have been

proposed by H. Tresca (5), St. Venant (6), Coulqmb ( 7 ), R.v.Mises .
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(8), H. Henky ( 9 ), and othe rs.

The only sound crit e rion for

sele cting one or another yield conditj_ on to be used in an
analysis is essentially empirical.

However, it ' is significant

to attempt, if possible, physical interpretation of a y ield
conditi on used which in general requires considerations on the
microscopic seale.
This thesis is divided into seven parts including the
introduction.

Part II considers the general pr oblem pertaining

to the dE? scri.pt i on of the physical "states 11 of the materials of
the · earth. ,

It proposes criteria for distinguishin g between the

differen;t states of these mate.rials.
and

prope~ties

In Par.t III mechanisms

of plastic deformation in single crystals,

amorphous material and polycrystalline materials are discussed
from t he point. of view of their .geophy sical implicati ons.

Part

r:v proposes a spe cific mechanism for causing and repeating
seismic disturbances in the int e rior of the earth.

Some gel'.leral.

causes for seismic disturbances, based upon the considerations
set forth in Part III, are sugg est e.d without pres e nt _ing specific
'.

mechan i sms associated with them.

In Part V a quantitative

analysis of some . observable implications of the mechanism p ro p osed
in Part IV is p resented.

In this analysis the eff e ct of a plastic

sublayer upon the propogation of Love Waves is i ;nvestigated •
. Part VI is an evaluation of the geophysical
seism~c

~ignificance

of the

mechanism and s ome of its imp licati ons presented in Parts

IV-A and V, respectivelJ.

Part VII

presen~s

clusions pertaining to the entire tnesis.

a summary and con-
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II.

On the Physical States of the Materials of the Earth:

A fundamental problem in geophysics is to infer fr om
phy sical principles and measurements suppleme nted by geologic a l
and astronomical data, the physical states of the materials in
the interior of the earth.

Physical measurements are both neces-

sary and crucial for any attack upon this problem, provided that
they can be expla ined and interpreted by means of an adt=rquate
theory.

The mathematical formulati on of such a theory requires

however, a knowledge of the physical parameters which significantly determine the macroscopic states of the materia1s of the
earth at vari ous .depths and some understanding of the relation
between these parameters and the microscopi·c phenomena that exist
within these materials.
It is clear t h erefore that, in principle, this technique
cann ot pr ovide a direct soluti on to the p roblem state d .

It does,

·however, sugge st a heuristic method for treating the problem.
·· That is, to make judicious postulates about the phy sical status
of the materials of the earth ·and then study their measurable
implicati ons mathematically in accordance with physical principles.
Discre pan cies between calculation and measure me nts would require
the modification and possibly the use of entirely n ew postulates.
If the significant macroscopic parameters are known and are incorporated in a mathematical anal y sis, consistent with physical
principles, then the macroscopic phenomena within and on the
surface of the earth should in principle be predictable at least
qualitatively b y such a theor y .

Once a qualitative a greement

between theoretical p r ed icti on and measurements is established,
data can be used for determining in part or completely the
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numerical values of the material parameters which appear in the
analysis.

The extent to which the data can thus determine the

material constants will depend upon their nature and scope.

The

data and sources of information that can be called upon for this
purpose are:

(a)

data obtained from seismic measurements,

(b)

high temperature and high pressure data obtained in the laboratory,
(c)

gravitational data,

(d) data provided by field geology,

structural geology, petrography and mineralogy.

Seismic data in

particular contain considerable information which is not discernible with out adequate mathematical-physical analysis, to
bridge the physical state of the materials in the interior of the
earth to the physical observables on the surface.

As has already

been indicated, a necessary step in this direction is to determine
the physical parameters which represent the essential macroscopic
physical properties of the materials of the earth at various
depths.

This is primarily a physical problem bearing upon the

relation of the atomic, moleculaD and crystalline structure of a
material to its macroscopic physical properties.

Although this

problem is far from being solved there are nevertheless some
reliable empirical results and related theories available which
suggest mechanisms for storing the potential energy released
periodically in earthquakes that originate at interme d iate and
great depths.

The result of these physical investigati ons which

are considered in some detail in Part III of the thesis, indicate
that treating the materials of the earth as perfectly elastic
neglects some of the most fundamental physical phenomena connected
with the storing, release and propagation of seismic energy.

The

- 10 fact that shear waves are known to propagate at depths as great
as 2900 Km does not necessarily imply that these admissible
waves and their character are principally determined by the elastic
properties of these materials or that the materials are in an
essentially solid state.

The propagation of shear waves in a

material does imply, however, that it is not a pure fluid and that
elastic elements do e x ist on a macroscopic scale.

The mathematical

analysis in Part V of the thesis shows that the mechanism which
g overns the propagation of surface shear waves is si gnificantly
affect e d by the plasticit y of the
figuration.

sub ~ layer

in a

two ~ layered

The quantitative results s o obtained·

expla~n

con-

the

strong selectivity in the period of Love Waves and indicates how
seismic data can be used to calculate some of the material constants
of the upper and lower layers.
Before considering questions pertaining to the state of the
materials of the earth it is necessary to establish criteria for
distinguishing and classifying different states of matter according
to available knowledge of its microscopic structure and the
physics of the solid state.

Many of the ambiguities in geo-

physics, arising from the use of different terminology and
definiti ons for describing different states of matter, can be
removed if criteria for distinguis hing states of matt e r are determined by the actu al physical a spects of its struct ur e rather than
from a strictly phenomenological point of view.

Although there

still e x ist s ome open fundame ntal q uestions relating to the at omic
structure of matter and to the phy sics of cry stals, what is now
known ab out these phenomena nevertheless suggests significant

-
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criteria for distinguishing between different states of matter.
In the ligpt of these criteria it becomes clear that
for the materials of the earth to be only in one state or an o ther
is a rare except ion rather than the rule •

Tha. t is :;: from the

physical insight rendered by these criteria it appears very
probable that most of the materials of the earth are agglomerates
of both solid and liqu id components (in the large sense).

The

existence of such materials in the earth implies that their
macroscopic properties can be changed in the course of time by a
heat bath, in the absence of temperature and pressure gradients.
"

As will be shown, the geophysical implications of this c.o nclusion
are far reaching and fundamental.
In tbe lig ht of present knowledge of physics the physical
stat e s of a molecule cry stal and solid are virtually the same.
E a~h

of the se

~s

characterized by the exist e nce of solidify ing

(London-Heitler ' (10) forces between their atoms.

From this point

of view it appears meaningless to speak of a strictly amorphous
solid since strictly amorphous materials .are essentially liquids
or g ases which are distin guished by the absence of solidify ing
forces b e t ween the ir molecul e s, i,e., between a t :oms of distinct
molecules, and a lattice structure.

According to Schr8dinge r

(11)

the followin g scheme establishes a phy s i cally sig ni.f i cant distinction between two states of matter consistent with the actual
aspects of the structure of matter:

- 12 molecule

solid

crystal

gas

liquid

amorphous

The reality of the solidifying forces that exist in a
real solid with a crystalline structure is established by the
existence of a critical melting temperature and latent heat of
melting at which an abrupt transition (associated with the rupture
of homopolar bonds) to the liquid state occurs.
temperature d oe s not necessarily accompany

a

Such a critical

change from a liquid

to a gaseous state.
An amorphous substance (absence of cry stalline structure)
which appears solid on the macroscopic scale discloses t:he absence of a well-defined melting t e mp e rature and latent heat of
melting.

Given time, it flows as a liquid under its own weight at

room temperatures.

It is therefore much more meaningful, from a

phy sical point of view, to regard such a material as a hi ghly
viscous liquid rather than as a .solid.
The distinction that has r e al physical significance in
the structure of matter is whether or not the atoms or ions of a
mat e rial are connected b y (homopolar b'onds) solidifying forces.
In a solid the y are, in a liquid and g as they are not.
The elasticity and rigidity of a material are physical
properties wh ich are essentially determined b y the exist e nce of
solidify ing f orces b e t wee n its atoms which are arranged in a
lattice structu re.

This was demonstrat e d by A. Joffe (12) who

found experimentally that a well-defined destruction limit e x ists
when a single cr y stal is subjected to a sufficiently large shearing

- 13 stress.

In these experiments the lattice struct u re of the

crystal was observed by its X-ray diffraction pattern which changes
abruptly when the critical stress is reached.

This critical stress

was found to depend to some extent upon the rate of loading.

This

effect becomes less important as the temperature is increase d .
0

Accordingly Joffe found that at a temperature of 500 C the X-ray
pattern of a roc k salt cr y stal did not change in twenty-four hours
when the applied load was 2% les.s· than the measured critical load
and changed abruptly when it was 2% above the critical load.

The

stress at which the pattern changes suddenly is called by Joffe
"the destruction limit of the lattice".

The existence of such a

well-defined limit is further experimental confirmation of the f a ct
that the atoms of a crystal lattice are bound by special (solidifying) forces, i.e., London-Reitler forces.
It was found that the destruction limit of a single
cr y stal is acc ompanied by a breakdown of the cr y stal into several
parts, although macroscopically the resulting aggl omeration appears as a single unit.

This breakdown of a single crystal into

several parts determines one of two mechanisms for plastic
deformation which are discu ssed in some detail in Part III.

Once

the destruction limit of a single crystal is passed and it become s
an agglomeration consisting of smaller cr y stals (each having the
same lattice structure as the mother crystal) any further deformation will be plastic and theref ore irreversible upon relieving
the load.

This implies that the forces which act between the atoms

of distinct cr y stals are fundame ntally different from the solidif y ing forces that exist between the atoms within each crystal.

- 14 Henc e , materials c onsisting of many cr y stals are comp o sed of
both plastic and perfectly elastic components.

This is clearly

borne out by our e x perience with solid bodies that are stressed
within their destruction limit.

By sensitive measurements one

observes an extended cre ep ing deformation follo wing a relatively
large in i tial deformation.

If the material is loaded so that the

rate of deformation is sufficiently slow, then upon relieving the
load the principal part of t he deformation is eliminated at the
speed of sound, whereas the deformati on due to creep disappears
at a very slow rate.

When the deformation v e locity is f i nite the

material does not return to its initial state after be i ng unloaded
and a permanent deformation, corresponding to a dissipation of
elastic energy, is thereby produced.

A permanent deform a ti on

produced within the elastic limit of a material has been called by
Joffe "an elastic aft e r effect".

Elastic hysteresis, damped

vibrations an::l elastic fati gue are familiar phenomena caused by
the elastic after effects that exist in materials.

The imp ortance

of the finite rate of deformation in producing an elastic after
effect in ordinary solids suggests that the phen omenon (mechanism)
is quite similar to the me chanism for viscosit y of a fluid.
It mig ht be of int e rest to po int out here that an elastic
after eff e ct is usually not d e tected experimentally both in single,
metallic and non-metallic cr y stals.

It is the refore a phenomenon

which is in general determ i ned b y forces between atoms of distinct
cry stals in materials composed of many cry stals.

These forces

- 15 are therefore markedly distinguishable from the solidify ing
forces existing between atoms of a single crystal, as they permit permanent deformation within the elastic and destruction
limits of the individual crystals composing the agglomeration.
It is important to emphasize here that measurements show that
the elastic after . effects increase with the degree of atomic and
molecula~

irregularities and complexities of a body.

It appears

that the forces associated with producing elastic aft e r effects
bear a striking resemblance to the Vander Waals forces in a
liquid.
Other t ypes of permanent plastic deformation have been
observed in single cry stals by vari qus experimenters.
how eve r, d o not occur within the elastic limit of

th~

These,
cry stal and

are associated with the removal of solidifying forces betwe·en some
of the a.toms of the crystal.

The rem·o val of these forces is ap-

parently accomplished bY, the shearing stress and the thermal
fluctuations of the heat bath containing the cry stal.
A shearing stress distorts asymmetrically the potential
barrier of atoms subj e cted to it (see Eyring (13) ), thereby reducing
the expectation time and increasing the virtual volume through
which a thermal fluctuation of a given energy level will occur •
. '

The forces that exist between atoms which admit vari ous k inds of
p ermanent deformation describ e d above are similar in at l e ast one
fundamental respect:

namely, they are not

solidif ~ ing

forces.

In this res pect the various t yp es of plastic deformation are

- 16 analogous to the deformation properties of liquids.
The atomic and molecular forces associated with permanent deformati on may differ appreciably for different materials
and for different t yp es of deformation.

For example, the forces

acting between the molecules of an associated liquid are in
general stronger and of a different type tran those acting
between the molecules of normal liquids which are of a nondire cti onal charact e r.

The liquid state is characterized by t wo

essential properties, which are cohesion and fluidity.
properties tend to act in opposite directions.

These

A gas is dis-

tinguished from a liquid by the abs e nce of cohesion be.tween its
molecules.

As cohesion can exist in various degrees, the

transition from the liquid to the gaseous state is not necessarily
discontinuous.

In a liqu id state, as

dist~nguished

from a solid

state, the atoms are not confined to fixed equilibrium (lattice)
positions by· solidifying forces but in time move throughout the
entire region of the liquid.

Nevertheless, in a liquid the

molecules cannot be regarded as independent since cohesive forces
exist between them.

A theoretical approach to the liquid state

is therefore more difficult than the relatively successful
approache s that have been made in tr e ating the solid and the
gaseous states theoreticall y.
The plasticity of a material is also characteri zed by
the existing cohesive forces betwe en and the fluidity of some of

- 17 its atoms and molecules.

In this sense it is again physically

meaningful to identify the plasticity of the material with sore
properties which
general aspects.

characteriz~

the amorphous state in its most

The cohesive ·. forces of liquids are distinguish-

able from the solidifying forces by the property that the latter
do n.ot permit the atoms to change their equil.ibrium position during
or after deformation.
Eyring has developed an intereiting "reaction rate"
theor y for viscosity and diffusion in a liquid (13) based upon the
concept that a liquid is distinguishable fro~ a solid by the
presence of "holes" that permit the ato.ms ·to change their location
as the result of thermal agitation and , work done· by the shearing
stresses.

From . this theory it follows that the viscosity is

entirely determined by the available number .. of' "''holes 11 contained
within a g iven mat e rial and consequently the viscosity depends
only upon the density of the material.

In other w6rds, changes

in pressure and temperature, according to Eyring, should 9ot produce a chang e in the viscosity of a fluid if the specific volume
of the liquid remains constant during these changes.
The above conclusion is strikingly confirmed by .
Bridgman's measurements (14) in the case of non-associated fluids
to which Ey ring's analy sis is virtually restricted.

Alth ough

Bridgman's measurements show that at constant density changes in
pressure and temperature produce changes in viscosit y in other
t v~ 1 es
v J:"'

of fluids

their effect upon viscosit y is nevertheless small
'

- 18 compared to the effect of density.

This conclusi on is alro

indicated by a semi-empirical expression due to Andrade (15 ) .
Andrade's theory assumes that viscosit y involves a temporary
freezing together of molecules in a liquid into larger aggregates which are somewhat crystalline, in character.

According

to Bridgman this freezing affect is essentially equivalent to
the molecular interloc k ing mechanism that he proposed for explaining why the viscosit y of a liquid depends so strongly upon
.. •.''
the complexity of its molecules. The validity of this interlocking
mechanism is apparentl y borne out by ro me of Bridgman 1 s measurements.
As it has already been indicat e d, that the pur po se of
this part of the thesis is to determine whether, from our present
kn9wledge of the actual structure ·and properties of matter, it is
possible to infer some of the macroscopic properties of the
materials situated in the interior of the earth, we now endeavour
t o relate the above considerations to the specific problem.
One can infer from the outline given above some re su lts
that are of geophysical interest, i.e., it s eems p ossible t o
de duce from our presen·t knowledge of the atomic structure and
properties of matter some of the macroscop ic properties of the
materials situated in t he interior of the e ~ rth.

By k nowing the

macroscopic properties of these materials one can select suitable
parameters for describing them mathematically in accordance with

- 19 physical principles.

According ly, in the follo wing, some

inferences that are helpful for selectir.g these parameters are
summarized:
a)

The exist e nce of solidifying (homopolar) forces has

been establishe d experimentally by the critical melting
temperatures, latent heats of melting, and by the well-defined
e lastic limits found in a single cry stal.

Some of the most

disturbing questions concerning the nature of solidify ing forces
and their stabilizing effects have been explained by F. London
and G. Beitler (ibid) showing that a suitable linear combination
of two unperturbed degen e rate wave functions of a diatomic
molecule admits a coupled (res onance) state which has a lower
energy level (more stable) than any of the degenerate states.
This important question,
and more. generally questions pertaining
.
to lattice stability, had not be e n resolved by the Born (16)
electrost a tic theor y of crystal lattices.
b)

Liquids and gases are distinguished from solids by

the abs e nce of solidifying forc e s b e t wee n some of their atoms.
This does not imply that all forces between atoms of diff e rent
solid components (m olecules) of liquids are necessarily simi lar.
Howev e r, they are similar in the sense that they are not solidif y ing forces and since these play a most fundame ntal r ole in the
structure of matter, it is physically significant to classify
matt e r according to whether or not these forces exist.

It fol-

lows, therefore, that materials consisting of some atoms that
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are solidified and others that are not, are comp osed of both
solid and liquid components.

The only materials that are k nown

to behave as perfectly elastic below the elastic and destruction
limits are single cr ystals.

All polycry stalline materials are

therefor e, in general, composed (in different proportions) of
both solid and liq u id components, since such materials contain
some atoms which are free of solidify ing forces.
c)

The mat er ials of the earth, ext e nding from the

surface at least to depths at which deep-focus earthquakes are
known to ori g inate, most probably consist of ag g lomerations of
both perfectly elastic (sol i d) components and what might be called
amorp h ou s components.

The distribution and relative proportion

of these contained in a material situat e d at a g iven d epth in
the eart h depend primarily upon its chemistr y , its principal and
shearing stresses, and its temperature.
d)

Since a body compo sed of both solid and liquid

components is plastic, it follows that its size and shape (strain)
are not single valued functions of the external forces (stress)
but depend upon the entire history of loading and deformation.
In the c ourse of this history each stress has an influence which
slowly dies away .

In a particular state of deforma tion there

exists traces of stress e s that have been remov ed for a considerab le
ti u1e, but re ma nts of which are still pres e nt.

It follows the r efore

that in general, the strain on such materials d e pends u pon time
as well as stress a nd hence Hook e's Law cannot be us e d for the
purp0se of describing the d e formation mathematically when they
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When the elastic com:r onents

of a material are significantly dominant compared to its liquid
components it is valid to use Hooke "s Law as a first approximation.

However, as far as the materials in the interior

of the earth are concerned, using Hooke ':s Law is equivalent to
begging the principal question at hand;/ that .i s, by assuming
apriori that the effe cts of the liquid components · are negligible,
the anal y sis does not permit an

apos.terior~

evfiluation of tra

relative importance of t 'he l:iquid components from the S•eismic
data.
waves

In order to describe mathematically the propagation of
i~

the interior qf the earth with a generalit y that is

sufficient for this purpose it is necessary to replace HooRe 's
Law by suitable laws which assert the dependence of strain upon
stress and time.

In doing so it seems necessary, for com-

putational reasons, to restrict oneself to a physical continuum
which is naturally limited to physical macroscopic phenomena.
Howev e r, . the stress, strain and time laws thus used should be
guided as far as possible by available knowledge of the mechanisms
of plastic deformation, and by test data obtained
"
types of plastic
materials undergoing deformation.

~or

varibus

It is also

important to have some understanding of the effects of pressure,
temperature and stress upon these mechanisms.
Part III of the thesis is concerned with some me chanisms
of plastic deformation, plastic rupture and with test results
revealing the nature of different t yp es of plastic deformation

- 22 on a macroscopic scale.

With this information it :is

then

possible to ap p roximately r e present some of these characteristic
types of plastic materials by diff·e rential equations relating
stress, strain and time.

Such a theoretical approach to the

macroscopic aspects of plastic deformation of engineering
materials under static loads has be·en used with some success by
the Prager school of plasticity at Brown Universit y , and others.
In some cases, however, the stress-strain-time laws and tre
equations Of equilibrium do not constitute a s y stem 'Of differential equations which determine · all the components of t:te
displacement vector as a function of the spa·ce c oordinates and
time.

By introducing physically significant y ield conditions

into the ana lysis one can sometimes overcome this difficulty.
Numerous yield conditions have bee.n proposed in the literature
(ibid. - Refs. (5),

(6),

( 7 ), · (8),

(9)),with some giving con-

sistently better results than others.

The physical significance

and value of a particular y ield condition is also determined by
the e xtent to whichit depicts the macroscopic aspect of the
actual me chanisms. of plastic deformation.

It is apparent, there -

fore, that a satisfactory theoretical approach to plasticity
based upon the c ontinuum theory is effective only if it is guided
by some understanding of the mechanism of plastic deformation on
an atomic scale.
e)

The fact that the materials in the interior of the

earth are plastic rather tha n p er f ectly elast i c leads to some

- 23 fundamental geophysical implicati ons.

One of the classical

problems in geophysics is to explain the causes and ~ech a nisms
for periodically storing and releasing seismic energy in the

.

earth, and the causes of diastrophism in general.

If we

evaluate this problem from a purely macroscopic point of view,
we are

restric~ed

to call upon macroscop ic changes in the earth

as causes for the macroscopic effects we are trying to explain.
This self-impose d restriction has usually led to contradictions
with the second law of thermod y namics·or else to difficulties
in explaining the sources of energy.
In this regard consider a uniformly heated perfectly
elastic body deformed by static loads.

The only way the states

of deformation of such a body can vary with time is by cha n g ing
its external loads or its temperature.
true of a plastic material.

This however is not

Even though its macroscopic

e nvironment is constant the plastic material· ·can in general
change its state of deformation in the course of time.

This

deformation is then obviously determined by atomic and molecular
changes which cannot be e xplained macroscopicall y .

When we speak

of a statically laided body at constant temperature in the
strictly phenomeno l ogical sense, it imp lies tha t the rm croscopic
state of the bod y cannot be altere d by the phys ical phenomena
represented b y its temperature.
atomic and mo l e c u l a r

pr o cesses ~

Howev~r,

if one considers the

which determine the macroscopic

temperature of the body it follow s that the stability of the
bonds b e t ween the a toms of the body is a function of time, even
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though its temp e rature is c onstant.

The changes that are

thus produced in the atomic bonds of the body caus e it to
change its state , in the course of time when subjected , to
c onstant

· loads~

The temperature of a body represents the thermal
en e rgy imparted to it by a heat bath c onsisting of atoms and
mo lecules that impinge upon the atoms and molecules of the rody.
The atoms of a material are in general enclosedby potential
barriers.

The transfer of energy between the atoms and

molecules of a heat bath t o the at oms o f a material c ontained
therein can in general cause at least some of the atoms to
e scape their potential barriers,and thus change the macroscopic
qualities of the material.

Sa y ing that the macroscopic

· tempe rature of - the bod y is constant is theref ore equivalent to
sa y ing that the macr oscopic temperature of its heat bath is
constant.

The macroscopic temperature of the heat bath is,

however, the mean value of the temperatures of the individual
components of the heat bath. - The temperature of a single component is here interpret e d as a measure of the kinetic energy
corresp onding to its random mot i on.

Consequently, there are

in g e neral some components in the bath with thermal ene rgies
greater and less than the average thermal energ y , although the
thermal ener gy of most of the component s are in the neighborhood
of the macroscopic (mean) value.
t~mperatur e .

Even when the macroscopic

of the heat bath is such that all the potential

energy barriers of the at oms of a material contained the:ie.in are

-
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greater than the macroscopic energy of the bath, there always
exist individual components in the bath with energies sufficiently
large to free the atoms of the material by impinging upon them.
The nunber of thes e components, and hence the probabilit y of such
interaction at a given energy level, increases with the macroscopic temperature of the body.

At high temperatures the

deformation of the body proceeds at a higher rate than at low
temperatures.

The time-dependent aspect of this type of deform-

ation is d'e termined by the components of the bath whose thermal
energi e s are greater than the mean value.
The average time, t, required for the components in the
heat bath of temperature, T,

(abs olute) to transfer to the atoms

of a body the energy of their pot e ntial barriers, E, is given
E

t = \_ei<T

with good approximation by the equ 2tion
where k is the Bolt zman constant,
of lo-

13

seconds.

I\

The constant

\

is a constant of the order

is a measure of the frequency

in which the components of the bath impinge

up ~n

the at oms of the

L

body.

The exp ression

t = e l<T

is a measure of the

improbability for an energy of magnitude E to be imparted locally
in the body by a heat bath having a mean temperature, T.

What

is interesting to note here is that the expectation time, t,

is

in g eneral finite for all finite and constant absolute temperatures
T, and that it decreases exponentially with T.

The expectation

time decreases very rapidly with the quantity E/KT; and for small
values of this quantity the expectation time is very sensitive to
small changes of either E, or KT.
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It follows, therefore, that at high temperatures one should
e xpect the materials of the earth to undergo significant changes
and deformation even th ough their macrosc op ic erivironment,
characterized by their external loads and temperatures, is uwchanged.

Th is t ype of d e formati on of the materials of the earth,

as well as its periodic aspe-0t, is consistent with and in a sense
is a count e rpart of the second law of thermodynamics.

It is

emphasized that although a heat bath can be an energy source
for this t y pe of deformation, the existence and maintenance of
temperature gradients in the earth are not necessary to cause
the types of deformation considered here.
When a mat e rial is s u bjected to loads producing she aring
stresses, the potential barriers of its at oms are lowered on one
side and raised on . the opposite side.

In other word~, a shearin g

stress has the eff e ct of assisting the atoms to escape on one side
of their barriers and of resisting their escape on the opposite
iide.

The chang e in shape of the po tential barri e rs so produc ed,

r e duces the exp e ctation ti me required for escape on the lowered
side and increases it on the elevat e d side, thus producing a
time-dependent shearing deformation.
A shearing stress can displace at ums without changing the
av e rage distance b e t ween t h em.

rYrttd!> ,

If we postulate that the s olidifying

o:b more generally, that the forces necessary for main-

taining a cry stal lattice are functi ons only of the d i stance
between atoms, it follows that the magnitude of these f orces
not sufficiently changed by a she aring deformation.

.

IS

}!l!ll!!8

Consequently ,

- 27 the changes in shape and amplitude of the potential barriers
associated with the shearing deformati 0n are primarily determined
by the shearing stresses and onl y slightl y affected by the
small changes of the inter-atomic forces.
A mat e rial subjected to h ydrostatic pressure would
therefore behave differentl y in this respect, since the av e rage
distance between its atoms is in general decreased by the applicati on of pr e ssure.

Hence, in a deformation produced under

hydrostatic pressure as distinguished from a shearing deformation,
the interatomic forces change and thus modify the . potential
barriers of the atDm.

Bridgman found that the compressibility

of most materials tested decreases with pressure although in a few
exceptional cas e s the compressibility was found to increase with
pressure.

This implies that, with f ew exceptions, pressure has

the effect of steepening the walls of the potential wells and thus
increasing the resistanc e of the material to further compression.
It is plausible to assume that the work done by hydrostatic
pressure will incre a se the amplitude of the potential barriers
symmetrically and thereby re d uce the probabilit y of atoms to escape
as a result of thermal fluctuations.

These conside rati ons would

exp lain why materials do not y ield plastically to hydrostatic
loads producing stresses much greater in magnitude than the yield
stress of the same materials in shear.

Bridgman's experiments

indicate, howeve r, that at very high pressures the compressibilit y
of some materials has directional properti e s, i.e., the deformation
is non-isotr opic.

This phenome:non may be attribu t ed to the effect

of cl ose packing of atoms and molecules with asymmetric f orce
fields of interacti on.

This would also explain why polymorphic

-
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trans i tions of cry stals, caused by high pressur e s. usually
lead to a reduction in their s ymmetry .

At relatively low

pressures, however, the atoms are n ot as clos e l y pac k ed so that
the fi e ld of forc e of each atom which determines the lattice
structure tends to appr o ach more closely spherical symme tr y .
It is thus experimentally established that very high pressures,
as distinguished from low and moderate pr e ssures, can increase
the asyrMne tr y of the potential barrie rs of the individual atoms
of solid materia.l.
It has also been established experi menta ll y that
sufficiently high pressures can cause the atoms of a s o lid to
e scape their e quilibrium po sit ions and rearrang e themselves in
a new set of equilibrium positi ons, th e reby chang ing the l attice

/ht1

symetry of the material.

Alth ough a quantitative theor y for the

/I,

analy sis of time rates of polymorphic transiti ons is apparently
not available, it is nev e rtheless possible to infer from the
experimental results obtained by Bridgman (ibid.) some significant geophysical implicati ons of polymorphism.

According ly

it has been found that the temperature coefficient f or

the

velocity of some polymorphic transitions is very large )f'.· which
me ans that the rate of transition in such cases

i~

very sensitive

to temperature, and can therefore be cons i dered as a rate pr o cess.
it should thus be expected that under ve ry high pressures
polymorphic transitions of a materi a l can be induced by thermal

-
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fluctuations of its heat bath.

Thus when the p ot e ntial barri e rs

are sufficiently distorted by high pressure, the t he rmal fluctu at i ons
work with r a ther than against the pressure to produce polymor p hic transiti ons in a mann e r which i s sim i lar t o the e ff ect
of therma l fluctuatiorts up on a shearing deformation.
If and when the potential barriers b e c ome suffici e ntly
distorted by the pressure, t he rmal fluctuations c a n a ssist t h e
a t oms to escape their barriers and r e l ocate themselves in a n ew
set of equilibrium positi ons thus producing p o l ymorphic trans i ti ons.
Conseque ntly it is probable that in the interior of the earth,
where h igh temperatures and pressures prevail simultaneously,
the me chanical equilibrium of the materials situate d there can
b e suddenly disturbed by p ol ymorphic transiti ons.

Theref ore,

as in the cas e of a s he aring deformati on, t i me change s of stat e
and mechanical e qu il ib rium associated wit h pol ymorphic trans i tions
do not require time chang es in the macroscopic environment of
the materials.
Althou g h qu a litative , the above inf e r en ces based up on
an int erpr e t a ti on of plasticity, p o l ymorp hism, etc., as reaction
rate processes are not speculative from a mod e rn phy sical p0int
of view.

Instead they follow from accept e d princi p les of

statistical and quantum me c h anics.

That is, in principle the

fluctuations in a heat bath with a sufficient high mean temperature,
T, can produce the energy required to cause quantum transitions
in a mate r ia l.

Sinc e there is no a pp ar e nt phy sical reason for
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excluding such phenomena in the interior of the earth; and
since the temperatures at great depths are probably very high,
these phenomena are probably quite prevalent.
In this part of the thesis an attempt was made to
establish the importance of rate processes as a fundamental cause
for chronological chang es in mechanical equilibrium of the earth
with out considering specific mechanisms for producing them.

To

do so it is conveni e nt to summarize and interpret from a geophysical poillnt of view some available knowledge pertaining to the
physics of plasticity.

This is covered in Part III of the thesis.

- 31 III. · Plastic Deformation and
A.

P+as~ic

Rupture:

Plastic Deformation of Single Crystals:

In Part II of the thesis it is concluded that the
materials of the earth are essentially plastic to a greater or
lesser degree.

Some general, alth ough a pparently fundamental,

geophysical i mp lications of these conclusi ons were presented.
In attempting to establish s ome specific causes for
seismic activit y determined by the p lasticit y of the materials
in the earth it is helpful to examine first the physics and
mechanisms for various types of plastic deformati ons.

For this

purpose we shall consider mechanisms for p lastic deformation
determined empirically; as well as s ome characteristic plastic
properties of various mat e rials d e termined by laboratory tests
conducted on a macroscopic scale.

The me chanisms for plastic

deformation of polycrystalline materials and their geophysical
implications can be cl ari fied and somewhat systematically
determined from experiments with single crystals.
A. Joffe (ibid.) and his school have det e rmined t wo
principal mechanisms for pJa stic deformati on in single crystals
by using p olarized light and X-ray diffraction t e chn i ques.

An

investigation was i ni tiated to determine whether or not elastic
after-effects, elastic h sterisis, and elastic fati gue of
polycrystalline materials, can be me asured in single cr ystals.

- 32 It was found that these p h enomena were all abs e nt in nonmetallic and metallic cr y stals test e d wh e n stressed below their
elastic limit.*

These results imply therefore that elastic

after-effects and relat e d phenomena obs e rved in poly cry stalline
materials, within their elastic limits, must be attributed to
changes occurring between atoms within a single cr y stal.
When a sing le roc k salt cry stal was sub je cted to a
uniformly distributed tensile load it was observed that the X-ray
pattern of its lattice remained unchanged.

The load was gradually

increased until it reache d a critical value at which point the
pattern changed abruptl y .

Instead of one set of spots, car-

responding to the reflecti ons from the lattice p lanes of the cr y stal,
a n umbe r of such sets appeared corresponding to lattice planes
of seve ral crystals.

All of the new sp ot s, wi th the e xcepti on of

one, were distributed about the lattice reflections of the mother
crystal.

Th is implies that the mo ther cr y stal and the newly

f ormed cry stals have one lattice plane in common.

Accord i ng to
•
Joffe, the newly formed cry stals are displaced in the (110) plane
and rotat e d about an a x is perpend i cular to the plane, carresponding to the unchang e d spot of the diffracti on pattern.

The

twinning and kin k ing (13) of individual crystals can be associated

*rt is noted that plastic creep in sing le cr y stals is a phenomenon
whi ch o ccurs at and ab o ve r ather t h an below the elastic limit.
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with the abrupt chang e of thB cr y stal lattice at the destructi on
limit.

The abrupt chang e in the X-ray pattern corres p onds to an

irreversible change of the cry stal lattice and is calle d by Joffe
11

the d e structi on limit".
The extremely critical nature of the destr·uction limit

suggests t h at it is caused b y the abrupt removal or modification
of sol id ifying forces between some of t h e atoms or ions of the
mother cry stal.
~eriments

This explanation is sup ported by'. other ex-

which show that the destruction limit decreases rapidly

with temperature and is zero (stress) at the me lt i ng point of the
crystal.

Sinc e the melting po int corresponds to an abrupt removal

of the s olidifying forces in a s o lid, and t h e destruction limit
is zero at this point, it is indicat ed that t h e me c h anisms f or
f usion and destructi on at l owe r te mp erat ures are ve r y similar.
It was furt he r observe d t hat the destr u ction limi t depends
primarily up on the int ernal stresses and is virtually inde p endent
of the size of the cr y stal.

It was als o found that in ge neral

the rupture of a p lastically deformed cr y stal requires hi gher
tension than does a sing le cry stal which is not plastically
deformed.
Accord ing to Joffe, this imp·lies that the distanc e between
atoms of different cry stals forme d at the destruction limit is·
not greater than the distance between atoms in the mother cr y stal.
It should be not ed, howev s r, t h at the increase of the

ruptur~

- 34 strength of a crystal beyond its destruction limit does not
necessarily imply that the pot e ntial barriers of all the atoms
in the fragmented specimen are similar or that solidify ing forces
exist between all its atoms.

In fact, the absence of an elastic

after-effect in the mother crystal and its presence be y ond the
d e struction limit is conclusive proof that at the destruction
limit there exist some atoms in the specimen which are free of
solidifying ronces.
It will be shown later that plastic deformation, associated with the destruction limit of a single crystal, leads to
some significant geophysical implications.

These result from the

strong dependence of the destruction limit upon temperature.
Another mechanism (t y pe) of plastic deofrmation that
exists in a single crystal is associated with its elastic limit
and is caused by slip of cr y stalline she e ts parallel to a
crystallographic direction, without rotation.

The permanent set

caused by pure slip of the cr y stalline sheets does not pr oduce a
change of the X:--ray diffraction pattern and hence is not detectable
by such a technique.

However, using polarized light and wat ching

the c ry stal b e t wee n michols gives a ver y sens i tive technique for
d e termining the load which pr oduces the first permanent set
(plastic deformation) of a sing le cr y stal.

T~is

type of permanent

set first appears when the l oad is about 10% of t he destru ction load
and is indicated by the a ppearanc e of a sharp, bright line on an
other wise dark· bad:gro und.

This line does n ot appe ar when the

load is removed and c on sequentl y corresponds to a permanent
deformation.

The first permanen t set p roduced defines p hy sically
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the elastic limit of t h e cr y st a l.

When the cr y stal is stressed

by a constant load slightly be y ond its elastic limit, n ewlines
p arallel to t he first appe a r

in succession.

In the case of roc k

salt these r e present pro je cti ons of the (110) planes of the
crystal.

The time interval b e tween the f ormation of successive

line s increases until finally new lines do n ot appear.

At this

point elastic equilibrium is again establj_sh ed at a stress gre a ter
than t h e one corres pon d ing to the -in i tial elastic limit.

It is

nec e ssary to increase the load further in order to produce new
lines corresponding to the development of new sl ip planes.

The

additional load thus required increases with the numb e r of slip
planes that have already b e en fo r med.
Measurements by M. W. Klass e n (17) have determined that
the shear deforma ti on due to s li p in a heated roc k salt crystal
progresses in j umps.

F or a constant load the tine

interval between

jumps incre a ses u ntil f i nally the jumps are discontinue d .

The

frequency of the jumps increases with load and become s very small
for loads that are only sligh tly greater than the load required
f or y ield.

The amp litude of the jumps increase with temp e rature

and a ppear to be ind epe ndent of l oad.

These e xper iments thus

indicate that at low temperatures and high loads (shearing stre ss es )
this type of plastic deformation would tend t o be relatively
continuous; wher e as in the deformat i ons produce d at h igh tempera tures
and fo r she a ri n g stresses slig htl y grea t e r than c r itical, the
jump s would b e come acc e ntuat ed .
These results can b e simp l y explained.

VVhe n the a pp lied

- 36 stress is only a little larger than the critical stress (required to produce yield) the jumps in the shearing deformation
which occur as a function of time, are primarily caused by
thermal fluctuations.

However, when the shearing stresses are

sufficiently large they can cause plastic deformation with little
assistance from thermal fluctuations and the deformation would
thus appear relatively continuous.
At very large depth in the earth where the difference
between the principal stresses and hence the shearing stresses
can be expected to be small, and the temperature is high, plastic
deformation due to glide can be expected to occur in relatively
large jumps at large time intervals.

Accordingly 1 a mechanism

for seismic activity based upon plastic yield is thus indicated.
Since thermal fluctuations play a fundamental role in
p lastic glide and since the y ield point depends strongly upon
the temperature it appears probable that at sufficiently high
temperatures, y ield can be produced by thermal fluctuations when
the applied shearing stress is less than the critical (yield)
stress.

It is noted that although some important questions con-

cerning the details of the creep mechanism are still open 1
available experimental results nevertheless clearly establish
that

te ~p e rature

and therefore thermal fluctuations play a

fundamental role in yield and creep phenomena.

It is thus

indicated that creep is sensitive and it is to a large degree
determined by atomic phenomena, not revealed by X-ray diffraction.

- 37 Creep is in pa.rt det e rmined by a large class of "sensitive"
phenomena. k nown to exist in single cr y stals.
Among these properties of a cry stal are hardness,
electrical conductivity, t h ermal conductivit y and rupture strength.
The sensitiv e pr operties of a cry stal are not det e rmined b y the
atomic structu re of the unit cell of the lattice but are apparently
d e termined by properties that are not fully developed in the
unit cell.

The exist e nce of "structure sensitive" properties

in single cr y stals suggest that the y originate from nuclei.

This

concept has been used by Orowan (18) in the development of a
satisfactory the oretical explanation for plastic rupture based
upon a mechanism for c r ack propagation.

As a result the ''notch

effect" concept of A. Griffith (19) requiring comparatively larg e
crac k s to explain the l ow rupture strength of plastic cr y stals,
be comes more plausible.

The princips.l difficulty encount ered by

the Griffith theor y i s thus rem oved by the Orowan theor ;y , wh ich
calls upon the existence of sensitive propertie s in plastic
cry stals.

It appears that "structure sensitive" phenomena are

connected with an unstable arrang eme nt of atoms whose equilibrium
can be disturbed by localized disturbances produced by ther mal
fluctuations.

Theseflp
henomena can therefore be called upon to pro1

vide a "trigge r mechanism" for effecting changes of state in
materials which are pr oduced by thermal fluctuati ons.

In particu lar,

the y can play such a r o le in the production of s eis mic disturbances
and thereby reduce the expectation time required for producing them
in a he at bath.

- 38 It has been previously noted that the particular
mechanism for plastic deformation of a crystal which is related
to its elastic limit has the effect of increasing the yield stress.
The mechanism associated with the destruction limit of a crystal
does not have the effe ct of increasing the stress required to cause
further fragmentation of individual crystals.

This follows since

it has been s h own experimentally (20) that the destruction limit
(stress) of a single crystal is independent of its size and time
for temp e ratures ran g ing between 20° C - 600 ° C.

Since the

destruction limit is ver y sensitive to temperature it is probable
t h at at v e r y high temperatures it is a function of time, especially
when the crystals are small and when the destruction depends upon
"sensitive" properties of the lattice.
interpretatiora on a molecular scale.

This is indicated by
Accordingl ~ ,

it follows from

the Polanyi-Wigner relation (21) that the expectation time for a
quantity of
finite.

h~at

energy to be localize d in a heat bath is in general

As the mean temperature of the bath increases the expect-

ation time required for the bath to locall y (within a given region)
produce a given qu a ntity of he a t energ y decreases exponentiall y .
It would therefore be desirable to conduct some crucial exp e rime nts
at high temperatures and of ext e nded duration, in order to check
this

con~lusion.

That ip it is desirable to determine whether or

not the destruction limit at very high temperatures and pr e ssures
is a function of time as well as stress.

That such a phenomenon

has not been observed within the temperature range covered by
Joffe's experiments may be due t o the possibility that the
expectation time require d to cause fra gmentation with (applied)

- 39 stresses less than critical exceeded the duration of his
experiments.
In this thesis thermal fluctuati ons have been and will
be called u pon to explain disturbances in the mechanical
e quilibrium of the earth materials in the absence of temperature
and other nac r oscopic gradients.

It is therefore, relevant to

emphasize that such an explanation for seismic disturbances is
not s p eculati ve fr om a physical po i nt of vi e w but rat h er stems from
modern p h y sical principl e s.

This follow s fr om physical considerati on

l e ading to a result which can be c onve ni e ntly summar 1 zed h ere in
the following (theorem) statement: - The principles of statistical
mecha nics imply that all changes of state and phenomena of
materials that are sensitive to changes in mean temperature of
their heat bath are in principle also s e nsitive to thermal
fluctuations of the heat bath.
The probable expectation time required for a thermal
fluctuati on of g iven intensit y to o ccur in a given volume of
material decreases with the mean temper a ture of the heat bath.
The proba b le expectation time required to experience a thermal
fluctuation ext e nding thr ou ghout a volume of material, increas e s
with t he volume .

Consequently , change s of state r e stricted to

small volumes of a mate rial can be p r oduce d b y a fluctuati on of
g iv e n int e nsit y more frequently than corr esp onding cha n ge s
'._.J

extending over a lar ge r r eg i on of the material.

If we tak e into

- 41 consideration the "structur a lly sensitive" phenomena originating
at nucle i in a material, it follows that the e xp e ctat i on time
requir ed to produce these p henome na is less than would be necessary for prcducing the same chang es if the materials are "structur ally insensitive".

The existence of sensitive phenomena in

cr y stals reduces the expectation time and increases the effective
spacial extent of a thermal fluctuation of a heat bath.

Since

these conclu s ions are general the y apply to both types of plasti c
deformation in individual cr y stals describ e d above as well as to
plastic rupture considere d in the next section.
A collection of imp ortant p apers relating to "sensitive

phen omena 11 in cr y stalline mate r·ials can be found in reference ( 22).
Among these, r e ference is especially made to the p apers b y E.
Orowan, A. Sme k al and A. Joffe.
B.

Plastic Rupture:

W. C. Burgers/ (23) has found experimentally that
shear hardening of a material due to plastic deformation is
si gn i f i cantly affected by the "sensitive properties" of the
material.

The effect of these properties of a material u p on its

plastic rup ture strength is, however, much more critical and
p ronounced.

It has been determined experimentally that the

rupture strength of a large number of materials such as rock salt,
mica, glass, etc., are ge nerally much lower than the calcu late d
theoretical value s.

It has been consistentl y observe d by dif-

f erent investi gat ors, h owev e r, that the rup tur e streng th can be
increased b y a hundred tirr.e s and more by controlling surfa ce and
loading conditions .

Thus'

the measured values of rupture strength

- 42 can be mad e to approach the t heoretical valu e s.

These results

imply that the re duction in stre ng th of a cr y stal can depend
u pon physical conditions that are not represent e d by the lat t ice
structure obs e rv e d by X-rays and must therefore be attributed
to "structure sensitive " properties of t h e cr y stal.

From

prev i ous consid e rations it would therefore follow that the rmal
fluctuati ons may be e xp e cte d to produce plastic rup ture under
suitable · conditi on~.

Plastic rup ture so produce d may therefore

be called upon as an o ther principal s ource of seismic energy
originating in the interior of the earth.
The "n o tch effect" mechanism due to Griffith (24) and
the mechanism of plastic c r ac k pr opag a ti on due to Orowan, apply
directly only to a sing le cry stal g rain in a polycry stalline
mater i al.

The p lastic rupture of a p o l y cr y stalline b od y in

general requ ires a l a rg e r shearing str e ss than d oes a sing le
cry stal.

Due to

the diff e rent lattice orientations of distinct

grains, the pr opa g ation of a crack formed in a sing le cr y stal
acr o ss its bou r:dary requires a lar g er stress than necessary for
the c r ac k to be propa g at e d (in the sense of Or ow an) within the
grain its e lf.

This e x pla i ns why poly cry stalline bodies are

stronger than the sing le cry stalline g r a ins of which the y are
comp os.e c. , as well as t h e streng t he ning e ff e ct of for e i g n bodies
contained in a pol y cr y stalline material.

c.

The Plast i c Deforma ti on of Poly cr y stalline Materials:

The plastic deformati on of p oly cr y stalline mate r ials is
g overne d by the me chanisms of p l as tic deformati on of sing l e cr y s ta ls
as well as b y f orc e s b e tween cr y stalline grains.

The e x istence

-
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of elastic after-effects and elastic

hyster~his

in these

mat e rials conclusively establishes the fact that rome of the
intergranular forces are similar to those existing between
molecules of an amorphous (liquid) material.
The effects of thermal fluctuations in producing
sudden time changes in the state of plastic cr y stals and their
geophysica l

i mplicat ions, presented in s e ction III-A are therefore

also effective in poly cr y stalline materials.

In addit ion, however,

ther·mal fJu ctuations impinge u p on atoms subjected to int e rgranu lar
forces and thereby change their locations within the material.
These change sproduce a plas tic deforma ti on , typical of amorph ous
materials.

In genera l the amorphous properties of a p olycry stal-

line ma t e rial can be attributed to the p r e sence of gra in boundaries
as well as any o ther stru ctural disorder.

Plastic deformation

caus ed by thermal fluctuations in an amorphous material is
essentia lly continuous and therefore cannot in general be call e d
up on to explain sudden seismic
D.

disturban ces~

Plastic Deformation of Amor p hous Materials:

The molecules of an amorphous mat e ri a. l do not have a
regular geome trical arrang ement as d o the mole cules, at oms or
ions in a cr y stal.

This is equivalent to sa y ing that the pr ob-

abilit y function representing their spacial distribution does not
have sharp maxima ind icatin g that some l o cations are much more
probab le tran others.

Suc h maxima exist in a s o lid ( cr y stalline )

material, cor r esponding to the lattice points and equi l ibrium
po siti ons det e rmined by the sol i dif y ing forces.

- 44 The fer ces between molecules of diff e rent amorphous
materials, in g eneral differ.
stronge r than othe rs.

In some materials the y are much

Bridgman ( 2 5) has found that these fo r ces

can be si gn i f i cantl y incr e ased with pr e ssure and t h at viscosity
and othe r pr op e rties of amorphous mat e rials can d i ffer mark edly
from those of a Ne wtonian flui d .
The mo lecu les of an amorphous mat e rial can be rearrang ed by thermal fluctuations.
l e ss ind ependentl y ,

Since the y can mo ve more or

(depending u p on the mag nitudes of the int e r -

molecular forces) the exp e ctation time requ ired to relocate a
molecule is much smaller than required, to produce fluctu a t i on
sufficie ntl y ext e nded and intense to caus e plastic deformation
of a cr y stal invo lving many a toms.

In the a bsence of e x t e rnal

lo ads the rear r ang ement of molecules in an amorphous bod y is
random and conseque ntly doe s n o t r e sult in a macroscop ic
d eformation.

Th e applicat i on o f an external load dist orts the

relatively weak p otential barriers of the molecules so tha t the
p r obability of thermal fluctuati ons producing a deformati o n in
the dir e ctions of the external stress is the maximum .

This

causes a continu ously incr e asing def ormation in the c ourse of
time and is therefore, in the larg e sense of the t e rm, a plastic
fl ow.

If the mutual ener g ies of t h e mol e cules a r e only sli gh t ly

aff e cted by the e x terna l stress then the th ermal fluctuati ons
are t he principal ener gy source f or rearr a n g i n g the molec u les
in a d i r e ction d e t e rmined b y the ext ern al stre ss.

Orowan ( 26 )

has shown b y exp andi ng the mutual e n e r gy b e t ween mo l e cules as a
p ower s e ri e s o f the a pp lie d stre s s that vvh en only the lin e ar t e rm

- 45 is retained the result is a fiow, the rate of which is,
proportional to the stress, i.e., Newtonian viscosity·.

When the

mutu al energ y is str o n g l y affect e d by the ap p lied stress or by the
strain history of the amorphou s material, then higher order t e rms
in t h e expans ion must be r'etaine d and thereby represent an almost
continu ous transition from non-Newtonian viscosity to c ry stalline
plasticity.

This sh ould b e expe cted since the solidifying forces

are precisely those wtiich are determine d by the mutual energy
bet ween atoms and molecules.
In a gas, as distinguished from a liquid, intermolecular
forces are abs e nt and its Newt onian viscosit y does not depend upon
a thermal activation me chanism, but is compl e t e l y d e t e rmined bya
momentum transfer me chanism.
For furt her conside ration of t h e macrosc op ic plastic
properties of p6lycrysta lline and amorphous materials it is
convenient to consider typical stress, strain and time relations
for such ma terials.
E.

The Description of Macrosc opically Observable
Plasticit y b y Ty pical Stress, Strain and
Time Relations:

Usually the stress, strain and time relations for vari ous
plastic materials are experimentally determined by measuring strain
as a function o f time for a. constant stress.

The strain-time

re lat ions so obtainJ, are e s sent ia ll y two t y pes, c h aract eri zed by
a te rminating strain in one case a nd a n on-terminating strain in
the other case.

When a stress is applied to a strain terminating
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material the rate of plastic strain is a maximum at the b eg inning and approaches zero in a finite time, the strain thus
terminating to a finite value.

When for a constant stress the

dependence of strain upon time is governed by a system of linear
differential equations the strain-time relation is exponential,
and the time required for the strain to reach (1 - l/e) of its
terminating value is usually calle d the "orientation" time
Upon the removal of stress in such a case, the strain will usually
decrease exponentially and the time required for it to decrease
l / e times its initial value will, in general, be equal to the
orientation time defined above.
In the case of materials with non-terminating strain
properties the strain does not terminate to a finite value but
continues to increase indefinitely.

The strain in this case can

g enerally be divided into two parts, the first is terminating
and rec overable u pon removal of the stress, whereas the second
part is non-terminating and is not recoverable.

The r e coverable

'

and non-recoverable deformations are kn own as primary and
s e condary creep, respectively.
In exa.mining the plastic properties of some materials,
it is some time s convenient to maintain the stress constant and
observe how the strain decreases with time.

When the relation

between stress and ti me so obtained is exponential, the time
required for the stress to decrease l/e times its initial value
is called the "r e lax ation" time.

- 47 It is noted that in general the differential equations
which go vern strain as a function of time are not necessarily
linear, in which case the dependence of strain upon time is
not necessarily g iven by a sum of exp onential functi ons of time.
The stress required to maint ain a constant state of stra i n in a
strain terminating material in general decreases with time,
althou g h not necessarily exponentially.
a case is relaxed exponentially

When the stress i n such

with tirre, the time required

for the strain to d ecrease by l/e time s its initial value is
calle d the "r e laxation" time of the material.

Non-linear processes

of plastic deformation can in some cases be considered linear to
a first approximation.

be

For example, such an ap proximation may

applicable to small deformations and for sh ort peri od s o f

time, even th ough the dependence of strain upon time is n onlinear.

When the plasticity phenomena are linear, relaxa t ion and

orientation as defined ab ov e should be g iven b y a sum of exponErl ti a l time functi ons.

In these cases, therefore, the p henomen a

can be represented by spring dashpot combinati ons which do not
necessarily have physical si gnificance.
If plasticity is considered as activated or thermallyexcited process, it follows that linear phenomena such as expone ntial orientation

and relaxation can occur only when the

energy differences are small compared tp the thermal energy (KT).
This can be seen by ins pe cting the Maxwell-Boltzmann probability
distributi on function

e-W/KT which is linear in W only when

- 48 W/KT is small, namely

KT>>W.

The concept of Temporal probabilit y or transition rate
is simple and therefore useful quantitatively only when the
interaction field between the elements (atoms, molecules, e tc.)
is not signi fi cantl y mod ified in the course of time by the chang es
produced by the thermal fluctuati ons, i.e., when the thermal
fluctuations do not change the nature and av e rage distribution
of forces between the elements.

In order that sig nificant change s

in the interaction field produce linear effects on a macroscop ic
scale it is necessar y for them to be d:is persed..

Their effects

upon modifying the interaction field thus cancel statistically.
This is much mor e characteristic of fluids than it is of solids,
therefore, when exponential strain-time relations are measured in
the case of larg e strains it suggests that the material involved
behaves essentially as a liquid (27 ).
Plastic glide usually chang es the environment of the
interaction field and can thus intr oduce imp ortant non-linear
effects.

These change s are n ot usually dispersed as are, for

example, lattice in j uries.
The above considerations embody the following geophysical implicati ons:
1.

Significant information relating to the nature of

the plasticity of seismically active mat erials can be inferred
from the function obtained from measure d strain-time increments
associated with earthquakes.

'I'hus a linear (differential) strain-

time relation would imply in general that the change s in the int eraction field lead ing to p lastic deformation are disperse d at

-
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random whereas a non-linear relation would i mply that changes
in the interaction field are not dispersed at random.
2.

The probability of random dispersion increases as

the volume of the material under considerat ion is increase d .

Thus

it is natu ral to expect the differential strain-time measurements
obtained over an ext e nded re gi on to be lin e ar even th ou g h it may
actually be non-linear when bas e d upon a comp aratively limited
region.

In such cas e s the linearit y wo u ld be determined by the

ext e nt of the r eg i on from which strain-time data are obtained and
would therefore disguise whatever non-linear characteristics may
actually exist.

For example, a New tonian viscous fluid would

naturally reveal an exponential strain-time curve, for a region
of arbitrar y dimensions, wh ioh is not g enerally true for other
t yp es of plastic materials.

In the latter , case a linear

relat i onship can be synthetically obtained by arbitrarily extending
the dime nsions of the region from which data c ontributing to such
a relationship is selected.
3.

The questions rais e d in ( 2 ) clearly establish the

need of a criterion f or s _e lecting the dimensi ons of a region
contributing data to an e mpirical straing time function.

By

pr ogressively reducing the dimension of the region c ontributing
data, it should be p ossible to expose real non-linear straintime characteristics, should they actually exist.

In so doing

it may be possible to locallize non-New tonian plastic deformations
in the earth and to refine its c orrelation with seismic activity
Reference ( 1).
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F.

Analysis of Relaxation and Orientation Times
from Experime ntal Data:

Exponential Analysis:

Numerical and graphical methods

for expressing an empirically determine d time function for stress
or strain in terms of a finite number of exponential functions
are available 1 and are suitable when the phenomena are linear and
can be described by a mixture of a few components (spring dashpots,
etc.).

Among these are methods developed by J. Whitehead (28)

Leaderman (29), Levi (30), and Pierce (31).

Each of these

methods give one or more relaxation or orientation time constants
associated with each exponential function.

The reaction rate

theory of Ey ring relates the relaxation time so determined e:;"-''
to the free energies of activation in the material.
When the plasticity is linear but cannot be represented
by a small number of exponential terms one can use a method based
upon the Laplace Transform.

References to such a treatment can be

f ound in Whitehead's paper referred to above.

This method is

also preferable when one is interested in determining particular
time constants of exponential functions

~ hich

govern the phenomena

over a restrict ed time interval.
Non-linear phenomena can s ometimes be treated by a power
law rela.t ion, developed by Scott-Blair ( 32).

It has been shown

that a variation of strain with time according to a power law can
arise from a linear system only as an appr ox ima t ion cl>ver a small
range of time, to wh ich an exponential anal y sis is ap p licable..

- 51 If we reconsider the mechanism of plastic glide of a
single crystal described earlier in the thesis, it becomes

8 p-

parent that it embodies the strain-terminating, stress-relaxing
properties observed macroscopically in polycrystalline materials.
Ittherefore appears reasonable to attribute this k ind of p lasticity
to glide deformations of individuil cr y stals, in a
material.
...

If and when a

pili~ycrystalline

non-terminating plasticity c omponent

exists in a material, it can be attributed to its amorph ous rather
than crystalline structure.

The atoms, or more generally, the

units, of the lattice situated near the surfaces of crystalline
grains, as well as lattice injuries within the grains caus e d by
plast i c deformation, contribute to the amorphous properties of
a

p~lycrystalline

material.

Changes of state of amorp h ous materials produced by thermal fluctuati ons are usuall y continuous.

Brittle ru p ture o'C such

materials when they are suddenly sub j ected to a load must be
attributed to a lack rather than a surplus of thermal agitation.
That is, t h e thermal act i vation is insufficient to permit the
molecules to relocate
prevent ruptur e .

t~mselv e s

with a rapidity sufficient to

It follows, t h erefore, that in this case we

cannot call upon the r mal fluctuati ons to produce sudden changes
nec e ssary to ca.use seismic disturbances.

In t h is respect,

materials with a lattice structure (anisotropic bodies) are
fundamentally d i fferent.

The change of symmetry in the lattice

must be discontinuous, si nee a symmetr·y element is either present
or absent.

- 52 G.

Statistical-Mechanical Considerati ons and
Thermal Fluctuations:

Statistical thermod y namics distinguishes between two
modes of transition which result in a change in the lattice
symmetry of a material.

In the first the probabilit y distribution

function for t h e equilibrium positions of the atoms changes
simultaneously and abruptl y with the chang e in symmetr y ; and at
the trans i tion p oint there exist two b odies in diff e rent states,
wh ich are in equilibrium with each other according to the

Clapeyron-Clausiu~

relation.

Thus, if a thermal fluctuation of

sufficient intensity and extent is p roduced and is not situated
on the phase e quilibrium curve, a sudden cha nge of state will occur in the material.
the

s y stemv~·will

According to the Le Chatfl.ier-Braun principle

act to reduce the effect that the thermal

fluctuation has u :r-- on taking it out of its e quilibrium p osi:§,j,on,
and thus tends to restore its equilibrium.

Thermal fluctuations

which fall on the phase equilibrium curve can cause a l o cal p hase
transition without disturbing the mechanical equilibrium of the
material.

Fluctuati ons whi ch are not so restrict e d would

pr obably disturb its me chanical equilibrium.
The second kind of transition also results in an
abrupt change in lattice s y mme tr y although the probability
distributi on functi on of the lattice eleme nts (atoms, ions,
molecules) can vary continuousl y .

This t y pe of trans i tion is

called the "Curie point transition".

The continuous chang e in
I

the pr obability distribution functior.iporres p onds to an incomp letely ordered cry stal lattice cause c:i. by the disloc a ti on of
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some of its elements without adding or removing any symmetry
elements of the lattice.

The change in symmetr y caused by the

incompressible plastic deformati on of a single cr y stal (observe d
by Joffe) would appear to be of the Curie t y pe.

On the other

hand, p ol ymorph:i.c trans i tions cause d b y high pressures are
p robably of the phase transition t ype .

In b o th cas e s, howeve r,

it sh ould in princi p le be possible for thermal f luct uations to
produce phase transiti ons which do not correspond to po i nts on the
equilibrium curves and thus disturb the me chanical equilibrium of
the materials involved.

It shoul~be n oted, there f ore, that the

changes of state which are prop osed in this thesis as sources of
seismic activit y are in general consist e nt with the principles
of statistical thermod ynamics.

-
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On Seismic Mechanisms:
In Part III it was shown that plastic deformation

of crystalline and amorph ous materials can be interpreted as
rate processes.

It was also indicated that polymorphic trans-

itions can, in princ iple, also be caused by thermal fluctuations.
With the exception of amorphous placticity, it is thus reasonable to assume that the above processes can under suitable
conditi ons occur abrupt l y and thus cause seismic activit y in
the abs e nce of macroscopic gradients in temperature etc.
Whether or not these abrupt transitions actually occur in the
interior of the earth a p pears then t? be a quant:ttat i ve rather
than qualitativ e question depending upon the temperature, stat e
of stress and the chemistr y of the mat e rials.

The se quantities

c a n be measured only indirectly with , the he lp of ru itable
theories relating them to observable quantities.

As has already

been indicated, the development of analy tical techniques suitable
for this purpose apparentl y requires a Heuristic point of view.
Laboratory tests can also provide useful information.

Howev e r,

the practica l difficulties conne cte d with such experiments which
are c onducted simultaneously at high t e mp eratures and high pressures impo ses practical limitations u n on this sourc e of informati on.
A.

A seismic Me chanism for Shallow and Moderate Depth
Earthquak es.
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We will now consider in d e tail a s p ecific mechanism
for producing and repeating ext e nded seismic disturbanc e s at
shallow and moderate depths.
In order to illustrate this mechanism consider a
lay er of essentially elastic material w ith finite thic k ness
resting upon a plastic, stratn -terminating stress-relaxing
material.

It is assumed that the dis p lacement and stresses at

t he interfac e separating the two layer s are continuous.

Con-

sider a shearing stress gradually applied to the elastic laye r
increasing in ma g nitude as time pr ogr e sses.

If the modulus

of rigidit y of the elastic mat e rial is much g reat e r than i t is for
the plastic layer, little stress is thus tr a nsfe rre d t o the
plastic laye r until the elastic mat e ri a l e ither suddenl y y i e lds
plastic a lly or under goe s a sudden acceler a ti on upon overc oming

e

the static friction of a fault contained therin.
I,\

Wh en t h is

happens a seismic disturbance is p r oduce d in the elastic l a y er
at wh ic h time it experiences a comparatively large displacement
and acceleration.

By such a displaceme nt sig nificant stresses

a re transmitted to t he plastic mat er ial as it is strained in
accordance with the continuit y conditions at the int er face.
Static equilibrium is then e stablishei betwee n t he external l oad
applied to the e lastic layer and the stresses distributed
throughout the plastic and elastic la ye r s .

Thus a constant state

of strain within the p lastic material tends to be maintained in
the cours e of time.

Under such conditi ons, however, the plastic

mat e rial p roce eds to relax its stresses by thermal fluctuations;

- 56 resulting in a gradual increase in the shearing stress in the
elastic la yer so that the external load is balanced.

The

stresses so increased cause the cycle of the mEchanism, outlined above, to repeat itself.

This mechanism is based on the

i dea t h at the strain energy in an essentiall y elastic material
is g radually increased to a critical Vplue, at whi ch it must
accelerate (earthquak e) t o accommodate the applied load.

The

gradual increase of the strain in the elastic material is attributed to the relaxat i on of stresses in an adjoining plastic
medium.

Such a phenomenon would not occur and repeat itself

if the shearing load is directl y applied to a single plastic
layer.

Under such conditions a critical state leading to

sudden acceleration (such as excee d ing the e lastic limit of a
material or overcoming static friction along a fault) could n o t
arise.
In practice, the shear l oads applied to the upper
laye r can be attributed to gravitational forces produced by
lar ge mass e s, such as mountain range s.

In each c y cle energy

is dissipated and therefore the stresses in the upper laye r are
not c ompletely recoverable..

The e n e r gy thus dissipated requires

a leveling-off of the potential energy of the masses giving
rise to the external loads.

The time required for this

mechanism to ce ase its seismic activity would be determined by
the initial load, the yie ld st r ess (or the stress required to
overcome static fricti on of a fault) and by the physical
c onstants of the plastic and elastic materials.

- 57 Since it appears at pres e nt virtually impossible to
di r ectly verify this mechanism from available empirical data
at attempt is made in Part V to determine some quantitative
implicati ons of the mechanism which can be chec k ed experimentally .
In so doing the plastic sub-lay er is represented by a Maxwell
mate r ial, which is the simple st type of material emb odied with
s t ress relaxing properti e s.

For this reason the physical

configuration tr e at e d mathematically in Part V is probably an
over-ideali zed s y stem which may n ot admit soluti ons repr e s e nting
some surface waves that o ccur in practice.
are actually

encou ~t e red

Such difficulties

when acce p te d value s f or the viscosit y

coeff ici e nt are s assigned to the appropri a te material c onstants
of the Maxwell material.

It is felt how e v e r . that these dif-

fic u lti e s ar e n o t essential and can b e r emov e d b y re p lacing
the Maxwell material with a less ideal plastic material.

Thus

for examp le a mat e rial c onsisting of a visc ous element in
parallel as well as in series with an elastic element is more
representative of an actual stress relaxing plast i c substance ,
a nd would probably remo ve the above mentioned difficulties.
It is n oted howe v e r, t h at us i n g a visc o sit y c o eff i cient
of the order of 1020 pois e s and r~gidit y coefficient of the
order of 10 10 d y nes for the Ma xw ell materia l g iv e s stress
r e laxation times wh ich c ompar e very favorabl y with the order
of magnitudes of periods betwe e n succ e ssive earthquake s.
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This fact alone provides fundamental empirical
support for this me chanism which would not be significantly
weakened b y replacing the Maxwell material with a less ideal
plastic substance, in the manner describ ed above.
This me chan i sm applies to ext e nded deformati ons
wh i ch would b e expect e d t o o ccur primarily at s hallow and
moderate depths in t h e eart h .

In principle, the same me c hanism

would apply to t wo or more l ayers consisting of plastic
mate r ials having different ma terial constants or p rop erties.
Th is mechanism is also consistent with and c ould explain the
lar g e fault displ a ce me nts (horizontal and ve rtical) ass o ciat ed
with shallow and mod e rate-d e pth earthquakes.

Th is follows

since a fault displac e ment would occur when the stress in the
faulted lay er is suffici e ntly incr e ased, as a r e sult of stress
r e laxation in the ad j ac e nt la y e r ,
of t h e fault.

to~ e rcome

the static fr i cti on

This me chanism also e xp lains a me thod for storing

ener g y requir ed b y the elastic rebound theor y .
B.

Deep F ocus Seismic Distup bances.

De e p f o cus seismic d isturbances may be

attri buted

to p lastic y ield , pla stic fra gmenta t i on of sing le cr y s t als,
p la s tic ru p ture and p olymorphism, wh ich are e x c i t e d by t h e rmal
fluctuations.

Disturbance s or ig inating in this way are most

- 59 probabl y confined rat h er than d ispers e d over e x tend e d ar e as.
Such disturbances should be expe cted where the temp e rature is
v e r y h i gh , i.e., de ep focus.

Th e y ma y also be expected to

o ccur at shallow and moderate d e pths if the t e mp e ratures are
sufficiently high.

In fact, earthqua k es which s h ow some cor-

relation with volcanic activit y mi ght be attri buted to one of
these caus e s, and especially to pol ymorphism.
The p robabilit y of the rmal fluctuati ons producing
transiti ons from states of metastab le equilibr i um (which are
therm odynamically possible) to stab le e quilibrium states is
re latively lar g e, in comparison to the p rob a bilit y of thus
pr oducing transition b e t we e n two st a ble equilibrium states.
The possible caus e s pr op os e d here for p r odu cing
eart h qua kes

~t

g r eat d e pths would , from pr e vi ous consid era t i on s ,

suggest non-linear r e lati ons for t h e macr o scop ic strain (or
equivale nt) r e sulting t h erefrom, as a func t i on of time .

Con-

s e quently , an expon e ntial analy sis of suc h e mp irical da ta is
most li k ely unsE.t isfactory and a power relation is more suitable
for large time int e rvals or lar g e strains.

On the other hand ,

the st ra in-time r e lations ass ociat ed with the mechan i sm propos e d
h e re for moder a te and sba llow e ar thqu ake s a r e; mo st likely
line ar and , if so , th e data thus obtaine d c a n be ana lysed by
the me thods f or e xpon e nt i al an a l y s i s r e f e r r e o to a b ove.
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On the Propagation of Love naves in Plastic and Visco-Elastic JJ:edia:
Introduction:
The seismic mechanism described in part DT-A of the thesis

does not readily lend itself to IP.athematical formulation or to direct
experimental verification.

It is therefore desirable to consider

mathenatkally some seismic implications of the mechanism vrhich may be
verified by available data.

As the selectivity in the period of Love

Waves is not explained by theories restricted to elastic media, it is
of interest to investigate the effect of a plastic sub-layer upon the
propagation of such waves.

In so doing it is found that shear waves

can be propagated in the plastic material and that the observed restricted range in t he period of Love Waves can be attributed to the presence
of a plastic sub-layer.

The mechanism pro posed in part IV-A is based

upon the existence of a plastic sub-layer consisting of a material
with strain terminatint=; and stress relaxing properties.
following the plastic sub-layer is represented by a
vrhich embodies this stress r e laxing

~)roperty

atively simple s t ress , strain and time law.

In the

l.~axvrell

material

and is defined by a comparIn so doing it is tacitly as-

sumed that t he pl a stic stci.te of t he sub-layer is determined by the static
s t resses produced by t he body forces of the upper layer and by t he
temperature of t he plastic material.

Thus it is assumed that the pro-

pa gation of a seismic disturbance in the sub-layer does not modify the
stress-strain-time lavr oi ' t he material.

Othe:nvise it becomes necessary
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to use different la1frs for the pl astic state of the material when it
is successively loaded and unloaded b;y a seismic wave .

Thus the

analytical study of wave propagation in plastic materials situated in
the interior of the earth leads to m2.thematical considerations 1vhich are
mor e tractable than those encountered in the study of pl ast ic waves
produced in initially elastic material, subjected to impact loads
causinr; plastic deformation.
Anal ys is:
The confi gurat ion conside red in the follo1,11ring analysis and the
symbols used for t he material constants are illustrated and defined
by fi gure 1.
Dens ity = p
Ri gi dity coefficient = µ.
Viscosity coefficient = er
H

sezawa Eaterial

XJ
J,~ro..'"Vrell

1.:a terial

I

l

Density= p
,
Ri gidity coefficient =f'-Viscosity coef ficient = o-'
00

Figure 1
In course of the anal ysis the upper layer a nd lower layer will
sometimes be referred to as t he first and second layer, r espectively.
By treating t he ma terial of the upper layer as pe rfectly elastic
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it was found that the c ontinuity co nc'.itions at the interface could not
be satisfied.

This can be attributed to rrave attenuation procuced in the

direction of propagation (x ) in the l.1axv.rell material and to the absence
2
of a mechanism (viscosity) for producing a corresponding attenuation in
the perfectly elastic material.

Since the assumption of perfect elastic-

ity constitutes an idealization rather than a preferred representation
of the physical properties of the shallow materials of the crust it
was dec i ded to repr esent them here by a Visco-I:lastic (Seza.-rva) nateriaL
Equations of rv::otion for the Visco-El astic Layer:

The equilib-

rium equations for the Visco-Elastic Layer are

(i~J<:

= 1,2,3)

(1)

where:
Sik are the components of the Stress Tensor
ui are the components of the displacement Vector
We shall hence- forth neglect the

L , ·with the

understanding

that when an index is re peated (such as k) summation over the i ndex is
i mplied .

For an incompressibl e Sezawa material, e uk
a xk

= 0)

the stress-

strain-time r elations are given by refe r ence (33)

(2)

(2a)
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.

au,

Since - K
C') Xk

=0

equation ( 2) becoraes

(2b)
Substituting (2b) in

0 2U·l

~

(1)

gives

=

Consider a solution to

(3)

(3)

of the form

(4)
and let

Solution (Li) represents a pro5Tessive ·wave in x 2 , in which the functions

lf and T are

From

treated as arbitrary.

(4)

=

e> 2u J

If e

I(fx2+ptt E )

)/i

cftT = r

e

[I'pT + T

I(fx 2+pt+ E )

n

1

...,..

]

[T + 2ipT

,

2
- p T]

(5)
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-i ( fx +pt+ f

2 l/;0~
0 J<]_

=

) _
(ipT + T' ]

2

e

(5)

Substituting (5) in (3) gives

2

{'{! (T

11

+ 2ipT'

-

pz T)

(g-

J.0- T
p ox

-

1

2

+

()~7./1 +

o--:?-2

2if

.?Z.t - f 2 7/1 )

ox2

r

( 6)

2

If

2

(j
o'- lf,r
_ () 1/r
- SI [ ( ipT + T') (~ + ~ + 2if
o ~ J x2
2

if- - f 2 1{ ]}

r

i(fx7pt+ E )
e

= 0

Satisfying the real and imaginary parts of equation ( 6) separately, gives
two equations for the functions

f

and T.

( 7)

From (7) one obtains for

\7

2

2l?f' = a~
ox1

+

o~
2/J/

8 x2
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From equation (8) one obtains

Elimi nating

v2t

between (7a) and (Sa) yields

2fr
2pf~
ecr. + ---)
2fT
+
JLT+<TT'
p pT
2 CJP

olf

-

ox

1

={?

(

+

1
T+O"'I' 1

II
2
T + p T -

[-

Ii.
F

2
() 2 I ]
f T - - f T

p

('

lT [2pT I + S[ f2pT ]}
<TP .
p

lf

(9)

Symbolically (9) is of the form

!..! =

1
11
- -[- T + p 2T
P·T+<rT '
-

- ft

r

~ f 2T']
p

f 2T -

+

~
cr pT

[2pT

1

+

~ f 2pT]
I

lfr

(9a)

( 2j-f + 2pffr + 2fT' )
O" P
jJT+crT I
p pT

tJx2

and therefore

Kx

JV = ~ ( ~

)e

(10)

2

where
1
11
[- T + n2T
)LT+<.>T I

-~

L

K

=

p f2T

-

~ f2T'] + _j_

p

(l" pT

2p: + 2pf f'r- +2fT
(
-1

)

o- P

and

p (x 1 )

fa.T-l<T T I

is an arbitrary function .

f PT

[2pT 1 + Q: f2pT]

p
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It is important to notice that in general K
T(t)

~ emt

'.'There m is a constant.

1

unless

Otherwise

which contradicts (4) according to ·which
matically as a function of x

= K(t),

and x

If

has been treated mathe-

only.

2

Thus we consider T(t) of t he

form
T(t) "" e

mt

(11)

Then, in equation (9a) we have

z.fi

2pfrr

2fT I

=crpP + pY1'+mcr)

(tr p + ,,uT-KTT' + ppT )

2.i..1'.' 1u

= -

PP

2pf cr

?£Lf

\L.
(j

+

2
P er

~-

r +mcr)

2fm

+

pp

,)
+in,
.

(9a I)

and
l
[- Ttt + p2T _ ):! f2T - !!. f2T'] + l
[2pT 1 + Q:' f 2pT]
)LT+<YT 1
P
P
cr pT
P

1

=_µ+mo- [-

m2 + p 2

Combining equations (9a

1

)

- p-u f2

and (9a

11

)

-

G"
p
mf2]

1

+ CT P (2pm +

p f2p)

(9a")

gives for Kin equation (10)

_l_ (- m2 + p2 _ ft f2 _ S[ mf2) + 2m + f
) H ffi O"
p
p
rs
f

K

cr

=

2

= - - - - - - - - - - -2 - - - - - - - 2f r Ll
p cr
J
-1.r + r
PP er >«-+mer) +m

(12)
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Substituting (9a) into (?a) yie lds

or

+

Bp =

(13)

0

where

B

= K2

-

_f_

µ +m{j

2
2
2
2
(m - p + ,# f + Q: f m + 2pf Q:' K)

p

p

p

The solut ion to (13) is of the form

(lh)
where:

C and D are arbitrary constants.
order to satisf:r the

boundar~,r

The condition B

>0

is i mposed here in

condition of vanishing stress at the upper

surface, which Gives the trigonometric solution (lli) to equation (13).

Using equations 10, 11,

lh, and 4 one obtains t he following

solution for u •

3

sin [Bx 1 ) e

Kx 2 mt i(fx~pt+ £ )
e e

(15)

·where :
a)

m is a constant subject to the condition m < 0 and remains
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to be dete r mined.
b)

e have

f, p and

their usual phys ical meaning in the mathe-

mati cal representation of a single har monic progressive wave.
c)

The quantity K is defined by ( 1 2)

The Differential Equations of Motion for the Plastic Laye!.:_:

The

principle of conservation of momentum, negl ecting body forces gives

as'
'.:1 2U.'
.l
L - jJ-(= pI _() __::.

(i

C> t 2

k=l a xk

= 1, 2,3)

(13)

where :
a)

s.I

b)

u. (i

c)

p' i s t he dens i°t>J of the pl ast ic material.

d)

x l. (i

1-::
1

are the components of t he stress tensor in the plastic

layer.
I

l

= 1,2,3)

are t he components of the displacement vector.

1, 2,3) are rectangul ar cartesian coordinates.

The stress-strain-time relations for a Laxw·ell material are
•

I

Sil

1

•

E'ik -+- 2cr'
2.1-'s 'ik
or
•

I

s~ = E~k 2 0- where

• =

a

"df

Jr sj_k
'

•

(14)
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SubstitutinG (14) into (13)
deformation vrhere

•

A = 6. =

give~

~ o u~

.

i=

for incompressible (constant volume)

ou!
-2
=
-2:. = 0
ox. ox.
l

l

• l

'-2• I
.l 0 Sik
er v ui + b k=l
L \, xk ) =

J ~!

p' o ti , i

(1,2,3)

(15)

(i= 1,2,3)

(16)

==

1r;here:

b=- )l-'
12

v

() 2
~2
;.
= (--+
+
~)
2
x2
1
2
3

a

ox axe.

Using equation (13) in (15) yields

I

1e I

\J'\j u . +
l

Althoush more general solutions are evi dently poss ible, in
I

f

this investigation we will assum!_ u 1 = u 2
I

u

3

= l{ (x1 ,x2 ) e

=0

I

and that u

3

is of the form

i(fx 2+pt+ f )

(17)

vv-here:

if ( xl' ~)

is presently an unlmovm function,

Substituting (17) in (16) yie lds

(18)
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(18)
;\2

T

"' u3

--=

0

ox~
and

(19)

From (18)

02~ I
3

~ =

~
2 i(fX +pt+f )
-;- <7
2
ip

o xl

o~

e

(18a)

Substituting (18a) and (19) into (16) yields for i

=3
(20)

Let p

= p1 + -ip 2

vihere p1 and p 2 are real numbers.
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(21)

Substituting

(~1)

into (20) gives

(22)

The r eal and pure imaginary parts of (22) give respectively

2

pl

+ -

f

pyr

-

I

p2 O"

f

pp,

- _ I 211,.
r =0

(23)

O'

I

+ 2p2

p }/, -, r - o

er

(24)

3quations (23) and (24) can be treated as a set of simultaneous differential equations for the function
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Using£._=~ these become respectively

o-' µ '

V

2

1f= -

p

1

olf 1/r 2
- - + T [f

2f p2 o x2

'

p
- 3pl -, +
f'
2

t
p2 t
t
2 p
1 p
p
P2 -, + - - , - P2 -, J
)Ap2 <S
er

(23a)

(24a)

Eliminating

\7 2t

between (23a) and (24a) gives

(25)

A sol ution to (25) is
(26)
where

and ~ (x1 ) is an ar bitrary function of x 1 •
Substituting (26) into either (23) or (2Lr) yields a linear,
second order, homoeeneous , total differential equation for the function
~ (x1 ).

A substitution of (2 6) in (23) c;ives the differential equation

(27)
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where :
I

I

2
pl

I

I

2
pl
2 P,
p P2f
2
2 p
[- K - 2Kf - + f - 3pl - + P2 - + - - - - ]
}'-'
p er'
() I
Ji-'
p2
2

The solution to (27) i s therefore of the form

( 28)

where:
c

1

is defined above, and A1 and B1 are arbitrary constants.

A substitution of (2 6) into (24) gives
( 29)

where:
C2

2

=
- [-

K2 +

in order that ( 27) and (2 8) be i dentical it is necessary that
(30)

Equation (30) requires t hat K be
I

p
K =- -

I (pJ+D
p2)
1

p

1 12
P1P2 + - - - - 2 O''f( P 2+P22)
ru ' -r
1

(31)

The expression for K given by (31) is identical with that given by (26)
2
2
"
" d an d th_ere f:ore tl 1at
. sa t·is f ie
l . h means tha t th econdi"t ion
w1ic
c = c is
2
1
the solution for

p

can also be v:rri tten as

~

4' (x1 )
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t

= A

c x
2 1

I

e

+ B

-c x
2 1

e

(32)

where:
c

2

2

I

I

is given above , and A and B are arbitral"'J constants.

Using (32), (26) and (17), a s ol ution to (16 ) can be written
in the form
1

ui

= Aie

cijxj -rit i(fx 2+pt+ f )
e

= 1,2,3)

(i, j

e

(33)

wher e :

A. is an arbitrary constant.
1.

r . is a constant to be determined and is here subjected to the
l

I

f2

and

I

ci.2

f

r .p + _
P_)
1.

1.J

=

r

µ.'

2

+ 3ri

P
P
Ji..' - 2ri '1'1

> o.

<. o.

2 rS f

(Hence c ..

i

2

Ip

= (- .f_
1
}!

2
cil

- p

I

i

c .. )
Jl.

F

In order to prescribe the boundary conditions at the interface
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between the visco- elastic and plastic layers, one must relate the stress
I

I

tensor s .

l1
(

to the displacement vector u .•
1

This can be done by first

integrating the following equation, relating the strain and stress tensors
of a Maxwe ll material

a"""" ( t ik)

_1
- -

I

2<i

ot

I

Sik + -

l a
-

2.µ,' C>t

I

( S . k)
i

(34)

-

eikis the strain tensor of the ;·.raxwell ma teriaJ f!i ven by
I

where:

(35)

substituting (33) into

(35) gi ves

or

c

X Ake

-r t

x

kj j

l(fx 2+pt+f ) )

k

e

\

]e

j

Substituting (34) into (3 6) and arranging terms gives

(36)

-
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c x
k

+ cki(- rk + i p)Ake

0

•

i(fx 2+pt+ i )\

-r t
k

J Je

J

]e

(37)

For each i and k equation (37) i s a linear, first order differ ential
equation of the form
dy

'dX + P(x)y = Q(x)

(3 8)

·where
I

P(x)

=P(t) =l£.
er'

Q(x)

=Q(t) =,.u '{

J

The solution t o (3 8) i s of the form

jpdx =

ye

s foctx
Qe

ctx + K

(39)

yJhcre K is an arbitrary constant.
He nce, the solution t o (37) is

,,u.'

s'.ik =fL e - -o-' tJ{
1

carrying out t he integrati on in

(40) give s

(40)
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(41)

The results thus far obtained in the analysis are sufficiently general
for treating analytically the propagation of a three component wave in
direction x •

3

Case I.
On t he Propagation of Space-Attenuated, Time Unattenuated Waves:
'.'ie wil l now restrict the analysis to the propagation of waves with a
I

I

I

displacement pa.ttern given by u 1 = u 2 = 0 and where u -f 0 is obtained
3
from equation

(33) by setting i

= 3.

The wave s t hus conditioned are

theref ore, at the surface,. typical of Love Waves.

It is now significant

to determine whe ther or not a steady, simple harmonic progress i ve wave,
attenuating spat ially in the direction of propagation, can be propagated
as a surf ace wave through the configuration and medi a described by
Thus in equation (33) we set r

fi gure 1.

3

=0

I

and obtain with u

1

I

= u2 = 0

the relation

(42)
where:
A

3

is an arbitrary constant.

J-

2

C32 +

f2 -

p

2

p'
µ. 1
-

2
and c 31

>0
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I

pP
I

2 0- f

The boundary conditions are:

Boundary and Other Conditions:
a)

Continuity of displacements at the interface (x1

se parating the visco-elastic and plastic materials.

b)

That the upper surface (x1

material be unstressed (vacuum).
x

1

= H,

= H)

= 0),

This requires that

of the visco-elastic

This leads to the condition

s13 . = 0

at

which can be modified, i f desirable, to account for the surf ace

stresses produced by the atmosphere.
c)
quires that
d)

Continuity of stresses at the interface (x1

s 13

'
= s13

at x 1

This re-

= O.

Since we are here considering surface waves it is further
T

required that u3 attenuate with depth , i.e., c 31
e)

= O).

:> O.

It is also required here that K ~ O.

Using equations

(15), (42) and boundary- condition (a), one obtains
Ae
3

c 32 x2 i(fx2+pt+ f )

e

= Ce

Kx

2

e

mt i(fx 2+pt+ f )
e

(43)

In order that (l+3) be identically satisfied it is necessary that
A

3

c32

=C
=K

m=O

(h3a)
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Usine; boundary condition (b) in conjunction with equations (2) and

(15) yields the relation

~=tan
c

.J;H

(44)

Imposing boundary condition (c) and using equation (41) with i = 1 and
k = 3, and notine; that Ai = A1 = 0 (since u 1 = 0) and ri = rk = 0 yields

(45)
For the visco-elastic r.iaterial we have the relation (equation 2)

(46)
Substituting

Equating

(15) in (46) and using m = O, (see equation 3a) yields

(45) and (47) at x1 = 0 and usi.Dg c32 = K one obtains
c r x l(fx +ptA- E) { ipc 31A3
2
2
e 3L e
• 1L ' (f1
_
i cr1r>+jL' r

-

'En [I Ll. +
ti/

_

}

i C-p]

D.

(48)
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In order t hat

;co,x2 )

K
1

(48) be satisfied at all times it is necessary that

anl the term

the term {

{

} vanish s eparately.

Thus equating

} to zero yields

(49)

Equating the real and pure imaGinary expressions in (49) gives
12

2

I

jJ. p c31A3 (j
2 12~- =
p 0- +f
'
12
IJ pc31A3J'
2 12 12

p

One obtains from (50) and

(j

rnnt-

(50 )

= /BDCJp

(51)

+}'-

(51) by dividi ng the relations
I

P O' =~ ~
fL'
er P
or
(52)
Equation ( 52) relates the admissibl e f r equencies p to the physical
constants of the plastic a.nd vis co-elastic materials.
condition c

32

= K,

Imposing now the

where c 32 and K are respective l y given by (42) and

(12), yi el d with m = 0

=

This does not require however that K13 (x1x 2 )
0 for x,=f. O. Therefore
the boundary condition at the interface permits the super position of an
arb itrary stress distribution in the plastic sub-layer. From (45 ) it is
seen hmwver that this stress appe ars as a coefficient of a transient term
in (45)and can t herefore be neglected in the i nvestigation of steady state
phenomena .

->~

- 8 1 --

or

(53)

and for real p we then have the condition

(54)
El i mi nating p betv..-een (52) and (53), one obtains the follovling equation,
relating constants of t h e pl asti c and visco- elastic materials.

1
,8...' = -d ----o--µ
er (( f..) ri _1J

(55)

P' <J'

Thus we find t ha t the material constants r:mst satisfy equation (55) in
order that wave forms defined by (15) and (Li2) can be propagated sirnultaneously in the visco-elastic and plastic layers respectively.
( e) and equation (J+3a) require that K = c

32

L..

Condition

O. .From equation (12) one

thus obtains for m = 0
( 56)

This c ondition is naturall y satisfied since f

<'... 0

a ppe aring on t he ri ght of (56 ) are all positive.
i mpose t he condition B

B

=

[K

> 0 we
2

-;

and the other terms
Further more , if we

obtain

(- p

2

+~ f

2

+ 2pf

r

K) ]

>0

- 8 2-

or

(57)
Now using equation (J.+4), i .e.,
parts of equation

(49)

~

= tan

~H and the real and imaginary

yields

D

D
(58)

c

Since AJ

Combining equations

(47)

(58)

and

=C

gives

2 c d-111'
- ·P-~---31 r-12
2 I?
~

+p CT -)

r::
ll( Bf"

= tan

Jii

BH

(59)
f

2

I

c3 J}J. CT
~

l

2

r::: = tan "''BI-I

2 f2
+p CJ ) AJ BO'

DJ

Expr e ssions (50) are equivalent transcendental equations for the wave

'f',

length 2

subject to the condit ion

(57).
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Fo r convenience the results of the analy sis completed thus for
Case I

a1~

su.".1111arized i n the following.

The admissib l e f r equenc i es p

(or periods) are determined by the r elations

g

(I)

p=

(II)

p=~----

~-;i;.
1

cr j~ · 0"' _1
f''

(j

These give the fo llov\O.i.ng r elation between the material constants
t

l

I

)J_ = () - - - -

(III)

µ

rf.. · ~ -1J

c;

P'

<J

? or t he wave length f we obtained the following equivalent transcendental
equati ons
2

'2

p C31 CJ CJ

(rV)

~·2 + r2cr 2)
r2
CJJ.f<-

}U'2

./BJl

t
(j

+ p 2()'2,j

/B<T

= tan

/BH

(a)

= tan

/BH

Co)

(Either IV(a) or IV(b) can be used t o calculate f)
where
(a)

CJl

j

= -

2

C32 + f

2
- p

2 t::._
fl '

and

c~ 1 )>

O, this

implies (b)
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2 o' 2
p .c_ f -

(b)

fL'

12 2
P

P

4 0" '2

>o

l

PP
=--

(c)

c

(d)

B

(e)

f2 + 2DK rj f - (K2 +

(f)

K

32

2r:r' f

2

K

+

.e. p 2
µ

f

2

" ft

=

(j

- 2pf - K

pp3

1

2J'f cEr:r:

+ p2~)

µ

f

ft

p2)

:> O,

t his i mplies (e)

<o

J1

rt is proven in appendix 1 that the conditions imposed in the
above anal ysis lead to the relation c 2 = - Bo This relation is a contra31
0 and c 31 ? O.
dict i on since we had earlier imposed the conditi ons B

>

This contradiction implies that the boundary conditions and other conditions imposed in this analys is do not permit the propagation in this
confi guration

(fi gure 1) of a steady simple harmonic dis turbance, in the

form of a spacially attenuated, steady and undistorted simple harmonic
progressive wave.

Thi s result does not necessaril y detract from the

ge ophysical significance of the physical confi guration considered in the
atove analysis, since it suggests that a harrnm ic disturbance is distorted
if propagated in such a confie;uration.

The practical difficulties in

i dentifying or tracing at different stations correspondi ng phases of a
progressive surface wave are usually attributed to changes in amplitude
and period during the propagation.

Therefore physical configurations

vrhich naturally cause wave distortion may have more geological significance
than those vihich do not distort simple harmonic propagation of disturbances.
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T1hethe r or not this is a vc;.lid interpret ation of t he physical si r:n:ilficanc e
of t.li.e above contradiction remains to be deterrtlned.

It is planned to

further investigate this question by obtaining more general solutions
to the differential equations encountered here .

A pre liminar-y study of

me thods for extending the generality of the theory in this way has been
made .:i!ld shows that the Laplace Transforr1 can be used for this purpose.
The tric;onometric functions in xl' appearing in expression

(15)

for uJ' were obfaj_ned by assuming apriori that the coefficient D, appear-

.

ing in equation (13) is positive .

Dy so doin g the boundary conditions

at the surf ace of the upper layer can be readily satisfied, and this
3rields a relation f or calculatinc; the wave length .
2
relation c 31=

In lieu of the

B cited above, which is a contradiction when B

seems advisable to investiga te vvhat happens when D

< o.

>

O, it

In doing this

the time as well as s pace attenuation exponents are retained for the
purpose of generality.

Before carrying out this investigation however ,

it is convenient to first consider a time attenuated surface wave based
upon the expression obtained for u., when B /
..)

o,

which does not lead to

mathematical contradiction.

Case II

Surface Wave:

The expression for u

'

3

(plastic layer) is given by equation

(33) where novv r J is different from zero.

Thus u

3'

is given by

(60)
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where:
A is an arbi trar-.J constant
3
C31

c~ 1

=

!-

·~------r----~~~~, ------~,~~~

2
3 f 2 - p2
2
f
C32 + C32 ;- +

µp

2

+ 3r3 µf..'

-

'

2r f:__
3µ1

>0
f 'p

- - - <o
1

2cr f

In the visco-elastic layer,

u

3

is given by equation

(15)

Enf orc ini::; the same boundary con dUions used in the pr eceding
analysis ci ves the foll0irring relations
a)

The conc1i ti on u

I

3

= u

3

at x

1

= 0 yiel ds

1\..--<:

Ce

mt i(fx +pt+f )

2e

e

2

(61)

to satisfy (6) identically i t is necessary

b)

A

3

=C

c32

=K

-r3

=m

The condition

s13

= 0 at x

g =tan ,/BH

(61a)

1

= H yi elds

(62)
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The shearing stress i n the plastic layer is gi ven by equation
i

= 1,

k

= 3,

Ai

(L~l)

with

= A1 = O.

This gives

(63)

+
I

- M...t
The function X (x x )e (JI de creases exponentially with time
\.13 l' 2
and r epr esents a relaxation of stress in the plastic layer. I t is recalled that the me chanism for seismic activity proposed in Part IV of the
me chanism in the plastic layer.
appearing in

I

s13

The

is an as pect of this mechanj_sm .

The present analysis refers to the particular time du ring the cy cle of
the seismic mechanism at -vln ich t he residual s t r esses in the sub-layer
cxe s ufficientl:r r ela.."'Ced and therefore suff iciently increased in the
Up!Jer layer so to cause its acce l eration (seis rn.ic disturbance).

There-

fore letting K (o,x ) = 0 as r equired by equation (6.5), is consist e nt
2
13
'ui th the mechanism described in Part I V of the thesis.
The she aring stress in the visco-elastic layer is given by
equation and is rewritten here for convenience

s13

Kx mt i(fx +pt+ E)
2
2
e
e e

JB [- C sin

[Bx 1 + D cos jBx 1 J}u + <Y (m +

(64)

ip ~
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Equati ng (4) and (5) at the interface (x1

Kx

= e

2

mt i(fx +pt+ f )
e

D.J'B

2

e

It fo llows from equation (65) that K

13

= 0)

t;;iv·es

_
[ ;«- + O"' (m+ ip)]

(o,x )
2

( 65)

= O.

Substituting the following identity (66) into equation (65) and
equating real a;-J.d i maginary parts yields equations (67a) and (67b).

c

31

I

I

-

I

I

-

I

(- O" r +f" )-ip O"

(-r +Ip )AJ

3

3

•

- )-1f''
er' (-r 3+ip

I

(-er r +f' )-ip(T

3

-

i[c

I

I

A p( - o- r + f- )+c

31 3

3

I

l

2

I

A r p o- ]
31 3 3
( 66)

2 t2

(-a-r3+f ) +p <T

f

I

I

(j

c31·~"3

(67a )

( -<J'i r / ;}. ) 2+p2cr 2

l ~ I = fa
Dividing (67a) by (67b) and using
I

I

m(O" m + ;«-

r~

.)

)+

=-

[crp]

( 67b)

m gives

2 I
p CT =

f

I

(µ. + mer)

( 68)
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From equation

(68) one obtains the relation
n!. v=ru
= /~-

p2

er <r'

or

i

u'
+ ~)

cr'

01

I

=

p

+ m _"
v ) - m(m

(.!:!:.. +

+ ~)

m <J'_) - m(m
CT'1

crt

(69)

er'

Equation (69) gives the frequency p as a function of the physical
constants and damping exponent m

= - r 3•

Usi ng nmv the condition c
using the e:>..rpressions for c
and

(12),

32

=K

32

and K, respectively given by equation (60)

one ultimate ly obtains using r

.-

1

I

f

,,.a,o-'

2

f

p (2m er + fi- ) (tl
r

=

in accordance with ( 6la) and

f' Ci ( -

3

= - m the

relation,

22
22
+ 2mLLCr+ p CJ + m er )

r

2

2

2mp(µ- +

m + p ) +

r.i.oj

(70)

substituting in (70) the e:>..rpression for p given by (69) ultir:iately yields
the relation
1

µ

µ._'

2

2cr

CJ"'

m= - - ( - + -

1

- - 2

p /:!:._)
t

1
~
( - + If_ 1

+ -

P' er' -

2cr

er'

1

- 2

p JI=-)
' 2

F' er'

( 71 )
Equation ( 71) cive s two values for m, both of which must be real, and at
least one ne gative, in order that there be attenuation with time.
From equation (42) it follows that the conciition t hat c

31

be

real requires

(72)
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<

we have from ( 60) the condition that c 32

r3p+-P-

)!' f
3

This gives

p'

I

=- L

Using m = - r

o.

20-t f

this becomes
m

1

<

- ,- + -,-·

µ.

f

2(T f

(73)

0

If we consider progressive waves propagat inG in the positiYe x 2 direction
then f

< 0,

and we can viri te f

stitution in (73) gives with f

1

=/

f' where f' /

0 and m

<0

0.

Making this sub-

the inequality

(74)
Combining equations (67a), (67b) with equations (61a) and (62) gives the
important relations
t

t

JI (j
!"""

c

31

'

t

, --,_2_2_...,,
' 2 [m(m O" +f- ) + p
(mer+,µ ) +p (]'

= A3
~= ~
c=

tan

2

t
(j

1

J . IP - - 'V Bf-+mo-)

N'Bu
D

(76a)

(76b)

Since m and p are determined b;y equations (71) and ( 69 ) respa:tively,
equation (76a) and (76b) determine, f, vrhich is contained in the expressions for c

31

and D.

Either of t he se expressions can be used for

calculatinc, f , since they are related by equation (69).

As equation
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(71) is quadratic in m, it is of interest to investigate the implication
of both roots (m

= m1

and

~

= m2)

of this equation.

Expanding the radical in equation (71) one obtains for m the
simplified expression

( 77)

This gives the roots
(77a)

t

m

= m = - fe. - ~-· +
2

2CT

1

2rf'

p

1

t

#2 P' cr-

- ·-

(77b)

t

We will consider the root m = - - µ._
1
2 er'
Then substituting r

3

=-

m in expression (60) for c
gives
1
32

p' p

1

c 32 = ---- [f

substituting

~

1

;M-'

J,

1 .

(- - L ) + - ]
2 cf
2~

•

O

(78)

in equation (69) for p gives

p2

'

l ;.(. 2

=i!:f:'- - - -.:72"
<T ''5" 4 O"'

(79)

Hon-dirr,ensionalizing (79) gives

p

2

-rs'()-=

;Ufa.'

i ,u'

<J

1 - r. ~)(-)
4

;u. er

(80)
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Defining

(81)

equation ( 80) becomes

=1-=- !1

(82)

4~

Since, in general , it is plaus i ble to assume that

l(_ / ~

< 1,

then

and therefore p is real

2?
1

It will now be shovr::J. that vihe n m = m1 = c

32

I

then c

32 = K = 0.,

For

we have obtained the expression

f

I

P
I

2 () f
t

Substituting r

3

= - n1 =

µ,

was to be der.ions trated.

in fais expression gives c 32

i tu.s 1•!e find that the r oot m

= K = o,

= m1

=

whi ch

_g ,,
2cr

implies that proQ;ressive waves vY!1ich are admitted by this solution do not
attenuate i n t he direction of propa gation, x •
2
It wi l l "Qe shmm nov! that the contradiction c ~

1 =-

B encountered

in Case I does not occur in this case.

Wit h c

32

=K= 0

2

one obtai ns for c

31 and B respectively the
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expressions,

2
2

c31

=f

p

2

t

I

p

µ,' - +

-

B=-

p

2

p

3r3 f(' - 2r 3 O"'

p

2

2

(m - p ) - f
µ+~0- 1

2

Substituting in these eA"})ressions the relations

yields finally

c2
31

= f2

-

fE

(83)

cr'cr-

I

B= ~- -f

2

(84)

o-'cr

By equating (83) and (84) it follows that
c

2

31

= - B

if

E
p

=;µ,
k~

As this is a very special r elation between the material constants

f j.L'

of the tv-ro layers we can assume that in general c~l

-f. -

p'}'-'

B in this

case.
By subs ti t ut:Lne equation ( 69) for p

[m(m01-;i )+p 2c,-!

]

2

in the expression

appearing i:r. equation (76a) this equation reduces to

(85)

-

94 -

which is identical to equation ( 76b).

- -1 A..'
2µ

ana' p 2 given by (69) in

Furthermore, subs ti tu ting m = m1 =

(85) finally gives the simple relation

I C

).(,
),l

Su:nr.iary of Theoretical

a)
b)

propagation, c
c)

Jl = tan jillr

( 136)

,fB

Obtained for Case II v-fi th m = :n1 :

~~esults

The time attenuation coefficient, m.1

µ.'

1

?i' -

(T l

c:._

The attenuation coefficient in the direction of
32

=0

The frequency p is given oy P 2 __ )l-"'
r

er'CY

d)

=-

12

1 ).l

4 cr'2

21r
- is determined by the relation

The wave lencth .:\.

f

-iv'here
2

e)

2

I

F

c31 =

r. -

B

p ,J, -

The coefficient c

)L
CT'<T
f 2

CY'cr-

31

for attenuc.tion with c1epth (x1 ), in the

plastic layer, is given by

Di scussion:
The physical significance of the theoretical results obtained for
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Case II with m

= m1

is not very clear.

l'.ere 1-ve f ind that surface waves

which are not attenuated in the direction of propar;at i.ol'\.
attenuated with depth (x1 ) in the plastic s ub-layer, and with time,
satisfy the equations of motion and the boundary conditions.

y,e find

it difficult at this t ime to explain how such waves can originate from
a localized (point) focus , since in such a case one would expect some
attentuation in the directi on of propa t~ation x 2 , i.e., that c 32

=K

':/- O.

Thi s is indicated since the mate rials in the upper and lower layers,
c onsidered here , are viscous.

If however the seismic energy is released

over an extended re i_';ion, vrhi ch is consistent with the mechanism proposed
in Part IV of the t:1esis, then the

c~evelopment

of waves whic h attenuate

with time and depth but no t in the direction of propa.;ation can be
physically explained.
v:i_cinity of

ar~

such surface waves night be obs erved in the i mmediate

extended disturban ce.

Jn a sense, this interpretation is

also consiste llt Fi th the results of Case J.

This is :i_ndicated, since in

Case I it ''fas fo und that a simple harmonic progressive wave attenuating
in the C.irection of propagation x 0 but not with respect to time, cannot
'--

be propagated vrithout distortion of the wave form.

If however simple

harmonic waves are uniforntly generatec from. an extended seismic disturbance
of finite duration, the11 from symr:ietry considerations one woul d expect
the Simple :iarmonic T'laVe for;n to be preserved at all l ocatior;_s in tr._e cirection of pro;_:x1gation .
of Case II, with

~

'.2his interpretation is consistent with the r esults

= m1.

It is believed that farther clarification of these !lroblems

would require that one obtain more general solutions to the
equations of motion encountered here.

In doing so it may be

possible to consider analytically the combined initial value
and boundary value problem necessary for investigating more
comp letely the t ypes of waves which can be propagated through
the physical system described in Figure 1.

It is intended to

carry out this investigat ion in the future by using the theor y
of the Laplace Transform.

It is also indicated that some of

the above ment i oned difficulties are n ot intrinsic to the
me chanism of

rsIA and may be remov ed by replacing the Maxwell

mat e rial by a less ideal plastic material.
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v

A.

Numerical Results

In the following are presented some selected
numerical results base d u p on the the ory of Case II with
m - m1 • These
are

result~

repr~sentative

Cas~

presented under

A and Case B 1

of two typical geological configurations

which may be of interest to the theoretical and applied seismologist respectively.
Case A

~' = .85

1

and. f =3.0 :!Jm/crri 3

p = 3x10 sm
. .sec.- cm.
2
p' =5 x1011 _gm.I sec.-cm.
j1

= 3x10J

<.Y

/.

2

5m.hec.-:crn.

:to

I

a- =6 x!O ,sm./ Hic.-cm.
Using these mumerical values the following results were
calculated for H
H

30 Km., H

=

50 Km., and H

= 30 Km.

r=

• 28868 ra.d/ sec .

T = 21.7 7 secs.
m= m

1

-9

=

-.417 x 10

"?\. = 81.2 Km.
VP

3. 73 Km./sec .

1/sec.

=

100 Km.

-

H

-

Cl -

';;I

50 Km .

-p ' T,

m as f or 30 Fm .

7\. = 77. 9 Km .
VP

H

-

=

3 .58 Km. /sec.

100 Km.

Here t wo waves are admitted inst e ad of one.

P,

:J? ,

T, m as above

T, m as above

?\ 2=

\, = 7 5.6 Km.

Vp = 3 • 4 7 Km. / s e c •

VP

It is n ote d that with m1

-

84.2 Km.
3.87 Km. sec.

= -4.17 x 10 10

the time

required f or any significant att e nuati on in t h is case is
e x tremely larg e, since the capacit y of t hB sys te m for dissipat ing me chan i cal ene rgy in t h is case is v e r y

li m it e d~

This

can be directly at t ributed to the numerical values assi g ne d
above to the mat e rial c onstants.
Case B

p'=

.3gm/sec . cm.

_f_
p'

= • 85
.

fl

=3 x 10

)A-1 =5 x 10
() = 6

x 10

11
11

gm. /cm. s e c 2
gm./ cm • sec

2

10

gm./sec. cm.
I
12 ·
O" = 7 . 5 x 10
gm . /s e c • c m.

For all H

1? - • 57 6 rad / sec,
T =

10. 9 s e cs.
-6.4 x 10-

2

l/sec.
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?\. = 38 .5

For H - 30 Km.
VP

Km

3. 53 Km./sec.

=

-6.4 x 10

It readily follows, using m1

-2

, that the seismic

waves would virtually subside in about one minute after the
disturbance is produced.

The choice of smaller values for H

will not significantly modify the above results.
Conclusions Based Upon the Theoretical and Numerical
Results for m

=

m1 :

The following conclusi ons are based upon extensive
numerical calculations of which Case A and Case B are
representative.
l.

It is found with

and a viscosity coefficient

~of the order of 10 9 poises

a-' of the order of 10 20 to 10

22

poises t he theory l eads to unr eas on a bly lar g e values for the
admissible periods and wave velociti e s.
viscosity coeffici e nt
t he order of 10

5

CJ

If, however, the

f or the upper la yer does not exce ed

poises the calculat ed periods, wave lengt hs,

and wave velocities a gre e f avorably with observations relating
to Love Waves.

The time attenuation c oefficient so obtained is

howeve r extre mely small since the capacity for d issipating
mechanical e nergy within the s ~1 stem is very limited.

Thiills
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follows, since the capacit y for dissipating energy in a
Maxwell material varies inversely with
material directly with <Y

•

When

~ ' and in a Sezawa

cr ' is larg e compared t o

the c oe ff i ci e nt of rigidit y of the Maxwell material

µ ',

the principal part of the deformati on is elastic and he nce the
ene r gy dissi p ated in the viscous element is s mall.
33 zawa mat e rial t he vi s cous ele me nt r epr es ent e d by
in p a rallel with t be e l astic e lement..

In a
Cf

is

Thus the capacit y for

dissipating me chan i cal e ner g y is l Dn ited in such a mate r ial
when

rr is small.
2.

The theor y and c alculations show that the

phy sical configuration det e rmined by the seismic mecha n ism of
Part IVt imposes strict conditi ons u p on admissible p e riods and
wave leng t h s.

Observations r e lating to Love Waves show such a

selectivit y wh ich has n ot be e n exp l ained by the classical
theori e s on Love Waves.

The per i od s wh i c h are admissi b le by

the theory of Part V are g iv e n expl i citly i n terms of the
mat e rial constants of the s y st e m.
3.

Th e wave vel o cit y

Vp

decreases with th e

t h ic kness H of the upper l aye r.
4.

The admissible p e r iods increase with

The y d e cr e ase with the prod uct
values of

r',fL, p, p'

determine d by

rr'

G '

and

Thus fo r f ixEid

and()'the a dm i ssible pe r i ods are

cr , t h e viscosit y c oe fficient of the up pe r lay er.

- lO il -

5.

When

CJ is increased be y ond the order of 105

poises, and accepted order of magnitudes are chosen for the
constants

o-',

r '

and

fl

usually observed values.
that

1
,

the admissible periods exceed

On the other hand it is ' necessary

~ be of an order of magnitude less than 10 3 poises in

order that the confi guration admit Love Waves of periods less
than 10 Beconds, where observations show a cut-off in period.
6.

It follow s from items (1) to (5) inclusive that

the physical confi gurati on J u p on which the seismic me.bhanism
of Part IV A is based admits waves with characterist i cs which
are in good agreement with observations relating to Love Waves.
It is especially important to emphasize that this configuration
impli~s

a selectivity of admissible periods which is generally

observe d and has not been hitherto explained by the cla.s s ical
theory of Love Waves.
7.

It follow s from item (6) that the theory of

Part V lends further ( i ndirect) support to the validity of the
mechanism of Part IV A.
8.

The theoretical results for m=m 1 also appear

relevant to applied seismology.

For examp le, the numerical

r e sults of Case B suggest a phenomenon which is sugg e stive of
ground roll.

-

10 l2 -

=

Case II with m
when m

m2 :

In Appendix I it is proven that

m2 , given by the expression

where c31 and Bare both positive.
This is the same
(m

=

0).

With m

=m2

contradiction ~ obta i ned

in Case I

it can be shown that in general c32

k

=!==

o,

and therefore that attenuation in the direction of propagation
is admitted in this case.

2

As in Case I t h e contradiction c 31

~B

suggests that simple harmonic, time attenuated, and specially
attenuated Love Waves cannot be pr opagated with out change in
wave form.

In order to v e rify this implicati on it is necessary

to obtain more general solutions to the equ ati ons of motion and
to determine wh ether the above or similar contrao ictions are
thus :cremoved.
Case III:
2

(c31

= -B)

In lieu of the contradiction obtained

in Case I and CaseII with m

initially assumed that B

>

= m2,

where it was

O, it seemed advisable to determine

whether such contra~tions can be removed by assuming at the
beginning of the analysis that B

<

0.

Such an investigation has

been completed by assuming that Bis negative in equa tion (13).
In so doin g one obtains an exponential rather than a tri g onome tric
solution for

<P ( x 1 ), of the form

q> ex,)= ( c eEx, + De-Ex,)

( 87)

- 103 where -E 2 =Band C and Dare ar bi trary constants.

This g ives

an expression for u 3 of t h e form
Ex1

U3 = ( Ce +

.D -EX,)
e

e

1emt e TCfx~+pt+E)

1<x

(88)

The boundar y conditions were then prescribed as in the previous
cases.

This ag a in leads to a

c ontradicti~n ~ expressed

in the

statement that a positive number must equal a negative number.
The analysis lead ing to this contrad i ction is not pres e nted
here because it is leng thy and apparently d oes not contribute
an y additional informat ion or interpretati ons.
VI.

Remarks a nd Summar y Pe rtaining t o the Geophy sical
Significance of the Results obtained in Parts IV -A
and V of Thesis:
The seismic mechanism proposed in Part IV-A, and some

of its implicat ions evaluate d in Part V, depend u p on the existence
of materials in the interior of the earth having stress relaxing
properties, in contact with an elastic body or with a plastic
bod y having d iffer e nt r elaxation constants.

The ti:rre

interval

b e tween success i ve earthqua kes so p roduced would depend strongly
u p on the mat e rial c onstants of the plastic and elastic bodi e s and
in particular upon the stress relaxation time which for the
'

I

Maxwell material is p rop ortional to ~' .

It is now generally
20
accept ed that coefficients of viscosit y of the order of 10

to 10

22

pois e s are cffiracteiistic of ma te r ials situated at

moderate and great depths.

Thes e orders of magnitude are sug-

- 10?1; -

gest ed by a number of independent ana l y tical investig ati ons
emphasi z ing different points of vie w, ref e r e nces (3 3 ),
( 3 5 ),

( 36).

( 3 4),

Among these, the tr e atme nt of N. Has ke 11 ( 3 3 ),

( 3 4) is gen e rally consider e d to be the most satisfa ctory .
Thus, using numer i cal values for µ 1 and () 1 of the order
11
20
22
.
.
of 10
d y n e s and (10
10
) p oises respect i vel y , the
r e laxa tion time is of the ord e r of many reco r ded elapsed periods
b e t ween successive earthquake s.

This agreeme nt offers enc ourag ing

sup port to the validit y of the me chanism p ro p os e d i n IV-A.
Furthermor e , u p on u sing in Part V the above order
1

o f magnitudes for,P- and cr- ' in c on j uncti on with r eas on a bly well
known value s f or

CJ,

p ,

I

p , and Ji-

,

one obtains r e sults wh ich

are in g ood a greeme r:t wi t h obs e rvat i ons on Love Waves.

In

part i c u lar, strong s u p p ort is g ive n to t h e seismic mecha n i sm
of

IV-A by the sele ctivit y in p e ri od of Love Wa v e s p red icte o

by the theor y of Part V.

Sinc e the magnitude of the co e fficient o f vi s c o sity cr '
h as

a crucial e ffect u p on the stress-relaxation time, and

u p p n the cha ract e ristics of the p rog ress i v e waves adm i tt e d b y
t h e physical confi gurati on investiga te d in Part V, it is
desirable to evaluate Has kell's t heor y with t hese p oints in
mind .

By tr e ating the e arth as a highl y visc ous fluid, N. Ha s J:. ell

(Ibi d ) obtaim ed a formal ma the ma tic a l s o lution descr i bing the
subsid e nce of a c y lindrical body loaded b y an ice c a p, and th e
str e s se s thus pr oduced.

This solution clearly shows that

und e r loading conditi ons the s yst e m approache s h ydr ostatic
equilibrium as ymqotically with time.

The r ec overy of the
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deformation after the rem oval of the cylin drical mass, which
is controlled by the tendenc y to re-establish hydrostatic
equilibrium, is then c a lculated by a mathematical inversion.
In doing so it is assumed that time is ne a sured from the
instant at which the applied surface stress is zero.

Since

the system tends to establish hydrostatic equilibrium before
as well as after the ice cap is r e mo ved, and as the duration
of the ice cap is comparable to the time since its removal,
the validity of Haskell's assump tion is somewhat questionable.
Furthermore, as the phenomenon is essentially of the hysteresis
type, one might expect the recoil to be determined by the
~ntiv e

history of loading and unloading, in which case time

should begin with the application of the load.

Alth ou gh Has k ell's

assumption is supported by his numerical calculations, the
coeff i cient of viscosity calculat e d later by Dr. B. Gutenberg
(37) in accordance with Haskell's theory and covering a longer
period (6800 B.C. - 1 900 A.D.) shows a definite increase with
time.

In another interesting paper, reference (3 4 ), Haskell

replaced the c ;y linder by a rectangular strip and was then able
to show that the
with depth.

late r~l

effect of the load inc r eases strong ly

This implies that the coefficient of viscosity

(order of l0 22 poises) so calculated is an average value
determined by different materials extending vertically and
laterally over re g ions of g lobal dimensions.

Thus Haskell's

results admit the possibility of t h e existence of low visc osity
materials in the interior of the earth of d imensions that are
small c ompared to those of the region representative of the
avera ge coefficient of viscosit y .
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These considerations and conalusions have a direct
bearing u p on the geophysical implications of the mechanism
proposed in Part IV and the results given in Part V, wh ich
depend u p on the orders of magnitude of the coefficients of
viscosity of the materials involved, and their numeri cal
relations to the coefficients of r' igid ity.

-Thus, the

relaxation time which according to the mechanism of Part I V.-:--A,
would determine the time between successive earthquake s is'
I

;

where rr'and fl ' are respectively the c.

viscosit y and rigidity of the lower laye r
VII.

coeffici e nts of
(Maxwe ll material).

Summary and Conclusions:
In parts I, II, and III of the dissertation some

conclusions concerning the plasticity of the materials of the
earth and some expla.nations for the repeated release of seismic
energy within the earth were inferre d from wha t

is known of the

fundamental physical phenomena which determine various types
of plasticity.

These physical phen omena , and the statistical

mechanical c on cept of a heat bath, indicate t hat at sufficiently
high temperatures seismic energy can be released wi th out requiring a chang e in the macroscopic environment of the materials
invo lv ed.

In part IV-A a specific seism i c mschanism is pr o-

pos ed and based upon a two layered configurati on, consi sting
of an e lastic surface la yer and a stress relaxing p lastic sublayer.

In part V an attempt is made to evaluat e t h is mechanism

by investigating h ow the existence of a p lastic sub-la y er
(Maxwell material) would affect the properties of Love Waves.
The results so obtained sh ow t ha t the restricted periods of
record e d Love Waves can be explained by the exis tence of the

- lO'f/ -

plastic sub-lay er.

This restriction on the admissible periods

resulting from the theory developed here, can be attributed
to the boundary conditions prescribed at the interface separating
two mater i als with different phy sical properties.

It is

believe d that relaxing the cond i tion u 1 = 0 would permit a
transfer of energy in a direction perpendicular to the interface
and thus some what relax t h e pres e nt restrictions on the admissibl e
periods.

It is thus indicated that such a study be considered

for a future investig ation.
Another significant result of the analy sis presented
in Part V is that simp le harmonic progressive waves which
attenuate in the direction of propagation are not admissible
solutions to the equations of motion.

This su g gests that a

simp le harmonic disturbance which can be arbitrarily produced,
cannot be propa gated as a simple harmonic progressive wave, i.e.,
without distorting the wave form.

This may have some bearing

upon the fact that it is difficult in g e neral to trace a
particular wave form on records ta ken at different

stations.

This interpretati on is onl y tentativ e and would be verified
only if the ge neral solutions t o the equations of motion imp ly
that admissible sur f ace waves c h ang e their we ve form as they
are propagate d .

A pr e liminar y investigati on of me th ods for

obtaining general solutions to the equations of motion for
arb .L trarily prescribed initial and boundary conditions has been
made.

In so d0ing it is indicated that the theory of the

Laplace transf orm may be useful for this purpose.
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In part VI it is emphasized that the coeffici e nt of
visc os ity calculat e d by N. Haskell (Ibid) and ot he rs is
representative of extended r e gions and therefore does not exclude the possibility of there existing comparativel y local
regions in the interior of the e arth which are cha ract e rized by
a much lower coefficient of viscosit y .

This conclusi on is of

importance here since the magnitude of the viscosit y coefficient
has a primary effect upon the character·ist ics of the progressive waves a dmitted by the confi gurati on investigated in
Part V and upon the stress relaxati on time of the plastic subla y er,

It is also found that us ing generally accepte a values

for the material c onstants o f t he pla stic sub-laye r, g ives
stress-relaxation times wh ich are of the same order of ma g nitude
as the elapsed periods b e tween successive earthquak es occu r rirrg
in seismic zones .

Th i s lends d ir e ct support to the validit y of

t h e s ei smic mechanism of

IV-A.

APPEHDIX I

'.equating c

2

31

given by equL'..tion (60) usinc; r

3

=-

m, to - B

given by eqm.tion (14), and substituting in these expressions the relation

p

2

JJ

I

I

= 4- (C.. +
() cr'

m & ) - m(m + .Mo-)

(A)

o-'

cr'

cives,finally, the following expression fo r m,

m3 +

1

+ 4
Case I

(1:i.

1 ~

2

m - [-;;
~

~-

-

o-

2

..e-

I

Jk.
P' o-

+

I

12

I

I

M:-)
o-'

~~-¢)

-m
12

[- ~- + .E_$__- ~f-LJ

pI

()"" I(j2

(]" I(]'2

(J"I 2 (}

0

(B)

= 0)

Setting m = 0 in equation B (Case I) give s finally the relation

1£ _ £. _

JJ..' - p'

~

(C)

d

Equation (C) is equivalent to equation III civen on pace 21 i n the
sl.unmary for Case !.

Ti1erefore

CT

=0

(Case I) implies the relation

B i:ihich is a contradiction.

If one

sc~bsti tutes

m = m2

=-

(A) which follons fron the condition c~
equation is satisfied.

µ

-

1

1

- ~- + pµ.-

2()

1 =-

2cr1

2p'cr

into equation

·

E one finds that the

This there fore :LID.plies that the analysis for

Case II with m = m2 leads to

cor~tradiction.
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